Flexible PLL/Tone Decoder Project

Buying a tower? Assess your local wind speed first!
**THE ULTIMATE IN ELECTRONIC KEYERS!**

This microprocessor-based product is the ultimate in 'electronic keyers' and will send both live and stored messages in the speed range 12 - 30 wpm.

Four separate memory stores are provided, each of 256 characters capacity and an 80 character keyboard buffer is incorporated so that the morse code is actually read from this memory at a constant speed.

A high speed facility of 600 characters per minute is included, useful for meteor scatter operation. The keyed output is via an opto-isolator which eliminates problems such as 'relay-bounce'.

---

**MM1001KB – MORSE KEYBOARD**

£135 inc. VAT (p&p £3.50)

IDEAL FOR 10M FM USE
- 100 watts out for 10 watts in
- Linear all-mode operation
- Low-noise receive preamp
- Straight-through mode
- RF Vox with manual override
- 13.8V DC operation

£129.95 inc. VAT (p&p £3.50)

**1500MHz + 10 PRESCALER**

MMD1500P

- 150 - 1500MHz coverage
- Compatible with any 150MHz counter
- Sensitivity better than 100 mV
- 12V DC operation

£97.75 inc. VAT (p&p £1.25)

**1268MHz SATELLITE UP-CONVERTER – MMX 1268/144**

- 2 watts RF output power
- Low distortion, Linear converter
- 144MHz bypass facility
- Highly stable oscillator chain
- 13.8V DC operation

£149 inc. VAT (p&p £4.50)

**1296MHz LINEAR TRANSVERTER – MMT 1296/144**

- GaASFET preamp – 1.2d8 N.F.
- 2 watts TX power output
- Built-in pin diode Aec o/c
- Compatible with most 2m transceivers
- Extensive filtering
- RF Vox with manual override
- 13.8V DC operation

£215 inc. VAT (p&p £4.50)

**1296MHz GaASFET PREAMPLIFIER – MMG 1296**

This GaASFET 1296MHz preamplifier is constructed on high quality Teflon glass fibre pcb and includes a microstripline filter which provides excellent rejection to image frequencies and out of band signals. It has a power gain of 15dB and a noise figure of 1.2dB. The power requirements are 13.8V at 35mA and the unit is fitted with 50ohm BNC sockets.

£59.95 inc. VAT (p&p £1.25)

**1691MHz GaASFET PREAMPLIFIER – MMG 1691**

This low-noise 1691MHz GaASFET receive preamplifier is intended for use with any METEOSAT receiving system and is ideally suited to direct mounting at the masthead. In this way feeder losses may be overcome. An NEC GaASFET is employed as the amplifier stage, which operates with accurately controlled DC conditions. The use of microwave matching achieves the very low figure inherent in this preamplifier, 1.2dB.

£113 inc. VAT (p&p £3.00)

---

**OUR ENTIRE RANGE OF PRODUCTS WILL BE EXHIBITED AND ON SALE AT MOST OF THE 1984 MOBILE RALLIES BY OUR OWN SALES TEAM, COME AND TAKE A CLOSER LOOK**

ALL MICROWAVE MODULES PRODUCTS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS (INCLUDING PA TRANSISTORS)

---

**MICROWAVE MODULES LTD**

**BROOKFIELD DRIVE, AINTREE, LIVERPOOL L9 7AN, ENGLAND**

**Telephone: 051 523 4011**  
**Telex 628608 MICRO G**  
**CALLERS ARE WELCOME PLEASE TELEPHONE FIRST**
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LOWE SHOPS

Whenever you enter a LOWE ELECTRONICS' shop, be it Glasgow, Darlington, Cambridge, London or here at Matlock, then you can be certain that along with a courteous welcome you will receive straightforward advice. Advice given not with the intention of "making" a sale but the sort which is given freely by one radio amateur to another. Of course, if you decide to purchase then you have the knowledge that LOWE ELECTRONICS are the company that set the standard for amateur radio after-sales service. The shops are open Tuesday to Saturday and close for lunch 12.30 till 1.30 pm.

In Glasgow the LOWE ELECTRONICS' shop (telephone 041-945 2629) is managed by Sim GM3SAN. Its address is 4/5 Queen Margaret's Road, off Queen Margaret's Drive. That's the right turn off Great Western Road at the Botanical Gardens' traffic lights. Street parking is available outside the shop and afterwards the Botanical Gardens are well worth a visit.

In the north east the LOWE ELECTRONICS' shop is found in the delightful market town of Darlington (telephone 0325 486121) and is managed by Don G3GEA. The shop's address is 56 North Road, Darlington. That's on the A 187 Durham road out of town. A huge free car park across the road, a large supermarket and bistro restaurant combine to make a visit to Darlington a pleasure for the whole family.

Cambridge, not only a University town but now the location of a LOWE ELECTRONICS' shop managed by Tony G4NBS. The address is 162 High Street, Chesterton, Cambridge (telephone 0223 311230). From the A 45 just to the north of Cambridge turn off into the town on the A 1039, past the science park and turn left at the first roundabout. After passing a children's playground on your left turn left again into High Street. Easy and free street parking is available outside the shop.

The Capital City also has a LOWE ELECTRONICS' shop managed by Andy, G4DHQ. Easy to find, the address is 278 Pentonville Road, London N 1 9NR (telephone 01-837 6702) and the shop is located on the lower sales floor of Hepworths. That's a 3 minutes walk from Kings Cross railway station. So, when you're in the Capital City, visit LOWE ELECTRONICS.

Finally, here in Matlock David G4KFN is in charge. Located in an area of scenic beauty a visit to the shop can combine amateur radio with a outing for the whole family. May I suggest a meal in one of the town's inexpensive restaurants or a picnic on the hill tops followed by a spell of portable operation.

if I am absolutely honest,

I am not certain whether I own a NRD515 because of its unbelievable performance as a general coverage receiver or just for the sheer pleasure of having and constantly admiring probably the finest piece of equipment available today.

Perhaps it comes down to the same thing, certainly the other NRD owners I have spoken to have all expressed the same feelings, that the NRD515 is a receiver in a class of its own. As a person not owning the receiver, you may ask what sets this particular one above all the others. This is difficult to define - the feel of the equipment when wandering over the crowded band, its signal handling capability and selectivity can only really be appreciated by use. Technically, the equipment is above reproach. JRC's manufacture and production control methods as applied to other items in the range are equally applied to their amateur products. The other items referred to, only a small part of the vast range, are marine radio equipment, Marisat mobile terminal, Omega navigators, Doppler sonar, echo sounder/fish finders, communication satellite earth stations and a complete range of avionic beacons, radar and associated products. Indeed, a wider range application of electronic and radio technology for land, sea and air.

You may be forgiven for associating such advanced technology with complexity of operation, a piece of equipment that needs an operator with an electronics degree. However, this assumption is incorrect. The NRD515 is easy to use with the minimum of controls to ensure the operator really enjoys his listening time. Digital readouts, MHz, mode and filter bandwidth switches together with a VFO knob that will tune the band continuously without using any other control, from 100KHz to 30MHz or vice versa. To assist with difficult band conditions the NRD515 has pass band tuning and the medium wave broadcast section to 800KHz to 1.6MHz has a prescaler control to cope with crowded conditions.

To give real "armchair copy" JRC have introduced the NCM515 remote control keypad. As its name suggests the NCM 515 enables frequencies to be quickly keyed into the receiver. Four memories are provided, two rates of frequency stepping in increments of either 100Hz or 10MHz and finally the ability to add to or subtract from the operating frequency by any frequency step. Add the optional 600Hz CW filter and the 96 channel memory unit and, as the other NRD515 owners would say, "a joy to own".

the NRD 515

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NRD515 monitoring receiver</td>
<td>£965.00 inc vat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDH515 96 channel memory unit</td>
<td>£264.00 inc vat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM515 remote frequency controller</td>
<td>£125.00 inc vat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVA515 speaker</td>
<td>£34.50 inc vat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFL260 500Hz CW filter</td>
<td>£39.10 inc vat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFL230 300Hz CW filter</td>
<td>£64.00 inc vat.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LOWE ELECTRONICS

Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire. DE4 5LE.
Telephone 0629 2817, 2430, 4057, 4995. Telex 377482.
TR9130 TWO METRE ALL MODE TRANSCEIVER
This rig is proof, if one needed it, that TRIO do not bring out new models just for the sake of it. The TR9033 is remembered as a classic rig and today people are still asking for second hand ones, even they are a rarity on our S/H shelf. The TR9130 incorporates the improvements that all amateurs asked for, green display, reverse repeater, tune whilst transmitting, higher power, more memories and of course memory scan. TRIO's answer, the TR9130.
TR9130 £442.52 inc vat.

TR7930 TWO METRE FM MOBILE TRANSCEIVER
Those who have used or owned a Trio TR7900 will know what I mean when I say that Trio, with the introduction of the TR7930 have improved on the unimprovable. The Trio TR7930 improves on the TR78100 by giving a green floodlight liquid crystal display, extra memory channels, both timed and carrier scan hold, selectable priority frequency and correct mode selection (simplex or repeater). The most significant change is the liquid crystal display, but closely following this must be the ability to omit specific memory channels when scanning and the programmable scan between user designated frequencies.
TR7930 £312.11 inc vat.

TS930S HF TRANSCEIVER WITH GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVE FACILITIES
Much has been said about the TS930S transceiver and it now has a place high in the affection of those amateurs fortunate enough to own one, indeed it has become the "flagship" of the TRIO range. Providing full amateur bands plus a general coverage receiver (118 to 174 MHz), the TS930S has every conceivable operating feature for today's crowded frequencies.
TS930S £1150.00 inc vat.

TS530SP HF AMATEUR BAND TRANSCEIVER
A logic progression from the reliable TS520 series the TS530SP was the most popular HF rig in the range. I use the term "was" because TRIO decided to cease production and supplies were no more, however the demand from radio amateurs worldwide for the transceiver have continued and TRIO have reintroduced the rig. A standard HF valve transceiver without the frills but providing today's amateur with all necessary facilities for reliable world wide communication, the TRIO TS530SP. Now fitted with notch filter.
TS530SP £638.00 inc vat.

TS780 DUAL BAND BASE STATION TRANSCEIVER
The TS780 is the perfect base station VHF/UHF transceiver for the enthusiastic operator. The rig has all the necessary central functions essential for operating on both today's busy two metre band and the wide spaces of seventy centimetres. Full repeater facilities plus reverse repeater are included and the transceiver has the usual memory channels, 108, two VFO's, up/down frequency shift microphone, IF shift, two priority channels, memory and band scan, etc. A superb rig, I have one myself, ring for a full enthusiasm!
TS780 £795.00 inc vat.

R2000 GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER
The amateur bands are only a very small part of the radio spectrum, many other transmissions are available for the short wave listener. Broadcast stations provide an alternative source of current information both political and regarding the life style of the country. Fitted with the internal VHF converter the R2000 covers continuously frequencies from 118 to 174 MHz giving access to amateur two metre transmissions (am, fm, ssb and cw) plus a lot more. Having 10 memories, memory scan and programmable scan the R2000 provides in one rig the perfect receiver.
R2000 £421.36 inc vat.

TR2500/TR3500 HANDHELD TRANSCEIVERS
Two first class hand held transceivers, one for two metres and the other for seventy centimetres. Ten memory channels, band and memory scan, repeater shift, reverse repeater and a low power position make the rigs extremely useful for the radio amateur who wishes to keep in touch with his local scene. A comprehensive range of accessories, base station charger, speaker microphone, mobile mount, etc, can be added to enhance operation, accessories used with one rig being compatible with the other.
TR2500 £237.82 inc vat.
TR3500 £256.45 inc vat.

TW400A DUAL BAND FM TRANSCEIVER
I have been waiting for this rig for the last three years, now it is here and I am using one, words fail me. Send for details.
TW400A £469.00 inc vat.
Mail Order - All stock items same day service

When you buy from Amateur Electronics UK you are dealing with the FACTORY APPOINTED IMPORTER with the largest stocks of equipment and spares in the country. Our delivery and after-sales-service is second to none and for your convenience we offer the following facilities:
- On-the-spot credit sales (against recognised bank or credit cards)
- Free Securicor delivery on all major items
- FACTORY BACKED EQUIPMENT
- Extensive showroom demonstration facilities
- Private large car park
- Your choice just has to be YAESU - write or phone for all the details.

Large stocks of: TET ANTENNAS • JAYBEAM • HI-MOUNT • TOKYO HY-POWER • DATONG • MICROWAVE MODULES • BNOS • DAVTREND • WELTZ • MUTEK • RSGB PUBLICATIONS

FT-757GX
How do they do it? - To get so much in so small a package - Just look at the features:
- All-mode operation SSB, CW, AM and FM are included as standard features.
- Full CW break-in.
- Dual VFO plus eight memories.
- Programmable memory scanning.
- 600Hz CW filter fitted.
- Iambic keyer with dot-dash memory.
- IF shift and width filters.
- TX coverage 160 thru 10 metres.
- High performance general coverage RX 500KHz - 29.999MHz.

Optional P.S.U.'s FP-757 (plinth type) FP-700.

FT-77 HF transceiver

Not just a mobile rig - with matching PSU and ATU this makes a first class budget station. FT-77s - (10W version)

FRG-7700 General coverage receiver

Attention FRG-7700 owners!
See us for your special requirements in converters and active antennas - complete range ex stock - Post free.

FT-102 HF transceiver

The superb 102 - Still the buy of a lifetime

FT-980 All-mode HF transceiver

The ultimate HF rig - Superb all-mode operation plus full general coverage receiver. Rolls Royce performance
Thanks to the massive upsurge in 70cm activity in Japan, YAESU have now increased production on these popular and well proven models with the result that we can now offer the following most attractive prices. Now is your opportunity to get on this superb band at less outlay than for 2 metres operation.

**FT-790R** 1W/200mw multimode
All the features of the FT-290R on 70cms
Incredible value at £249

**NOW IN STOCK!**
The world famous SHURE 444D dual impedance magnetic desk microphone. Features tailored frequency response for optimum speech intelligibility. This is the mike with the pedigree.
£49 - 50 Carriage paid

**FT-708R**
1W/200mw FM portable
10 memories
Keyboard entry
A must at only £179

**AGENTS**

**WALES & WEST**
Ross Clare, GW3NWS (0633) 880 146
Amateur Electronics UK, East Anglia, Dr. T. Thirst (TIM) G4CTT
Norwich (0603) 667189

**EAST ANGLIA**
Bob Ainge W5M..10 (0538) 754553

**NORTH STAFFS**
Syd Poole G3IMP, Newport, SALOP (0952) 814275

**SHROPSHIRE**

**BRANCHES**

For your convenience we now have fully stocked branches at the following locations where you will be assured of prompt and personal service.

**NORTHERN**
Amateur Electronics UK/Holdings, 45 Johnston St., Blackburn. Tel: 0254 59595 Contact Harry G3LLL for all your requirements and specialised advice. Open: 9.15 am - 5.15 pm closed Thurs.

**SOUTH-WEST**
Amateur Electronics UK/Uppington, 12–14 Pennywell Rd., Bristol. Tel: 0272 557732 Call Peter or Bert G2BAR for prompt and friendly service. Open: 9 am - 6 pm. Sat: 9 am - 1 pm

**YORKSHIRE**
Amateur Electronics UK/Hooker, 42 Nether Hall Rd., Doncaster. Tel: 0302 25690 Alan G4OEM has a large stock of our product range - why not give him a ring and save yourself some petrol? Open: 9 am - 6 pm Mon. - Sat.

**STOP PRESS**
Opening soon! - Our New Norwich Branch Contact Tim Thirst G4CTT for full details

As factory appointed importers we offer you widest choice, largest stocks, quickest deal and fast sure service right through -

504-516 Alum Rock Road, Birmingham 8 Telephone: 021-327 1497 or 021-327 6313 Telex: 334312 PERLEC G Open: 9.30 to 5.30 Tues. to Sat. CLOSED all day Monday.
We are proud to introduce the VHF-UHF communications receiver we have all been waiting for. A glance at the brief specification will tell you why the new AR2001 receiver is going to take the listener by storm.

- Receive modes of AM (for VHF-UHF airband), FM narrow (for amateur radio, CB, business radio) and FM wide (for broadcast and TV FM).
- Digital display of frequency, mode and memory channel.
- Memory channels which store frequency and mode.
- Full range of scan facilities.
- The performance of the AR2001 sets new standards. Gone are the complaints of "deaf" receivers. The AR2001 has typical sensitivity of 0.2 microvolts for 12dB SINAD on FM IN) across the entire 25-550MHz range.
- Finally, the AR2001 is small, light weight, and powered from any 12V dc source, so it can be used at home, in the car, boat or aircraft, and whilst out portable.
- Now comes complete with 12V PSU £325.00.

**J.R.C. NRD515D**

General coverage receiver 100 KHz to 2000 MHz fully synthesised. Digital readout PLL synthesiser with rotary type encoder pass band tuning — modular construction. £965.00

**DATONG PRODUCTS**

- PCl General Coverage Converter £137.42
- Low Frequency Converter £29.70
- FL1 Frequency Audio Filter £70.70
- FL2 Multi-Mode Audio Filter £182.80
- Automatic FR Speech Clipper £22.90
- RF Speech Clipper P.C. Board only £18.30
- D2M Morse Tutor £47.15
- A2O2 Active Antenna (indoor) £181.80
- 2M Converter £196.00

**ANTENNA RÖTATORS**

- DR750X £126.45
- DR780X £138.80
- DR780K £181.80
- DR780K £196.00

**Kenpro**

- KR400C £118.45
- KR600K £161.90

**Station Accessories**

- Wilt SP2020WR/SWR Meter £75.00
- SP300 £106.00
- SP400 £75.00
- SP10X £26.50
- SP19 £39.00
- SP40 £39.00
- Wiltz AC/38 Antenna Tuner £69.00
- Global SWL A1000T tuner £39.95
- SWR25 £12.75
- HK '008 Morse Keys £13.95
- Dawo 2 way Ant Switch £13.95
- SWL 2 way Ant Switch £4.75
- V2 2 way Ant Switch £6.60
- V3 3 way Ant Switch £10.00
- V4 4 way Ant Switch £15.00
- DL30 100m 100watt D Load £6.50
- DL30 50m 500watt D Load £39.95
- DL100 100m 100watt D Load £29.90
- KX35LW Antenna Tuner £42.50

**DRAKE**

- MN75A Antenna Tuner £174.80
- MN2700 2Kw Antenna Tuner £210.00
- TV300 Low Pass Filter £27.00

**Antennas**

- Hy Gan £52.90
- 14AV/26GB Tramid £66.70
- 18AV/56GB Tramid £113.85
- TH2MK 3Ei Tramid Beam £169.05
- TH2MK 3Ei Tramid Beam £274.85
- TH2MK 6Ei Tramid Beam £320.00
- TH6EiXX Tramid Beam £396.75
- 299E 5Ei 5Ei 20m Beam £325.00
- Explorer 14 Tramid £325.00

**Mini Products**

- HO1 Model 1015-20m £169.00
- CA3 Band Vertical £59.00

**T.E.T.**

- H82SDP 2EL Tramid £127.50
- H823M Tramid MiniBeam £169.00
- H823M Tramid MiniBeam £230.00
- H833EP 3EL Tramid £231.50
- H8340 4EL Tramid £279.95
- H835C 5EL Tramid £279.95
- H835T 5EL Tramid £278.50
- MV338 3BAND Vertical £46.95
- MV48H 8Band Vertical £95.95
- MV48H 8Band Vertical £169.05
- TE21414 Element 2m Beam £74.40
- MV116 with Headphone £69.00

**GAMM**

- GM1 10-25m MiniBeam £88.00

**TONNA**

- 4Element 2m Yagi £14.95
- 9Element 2m Yagi £17.71
- 17Element 2m Yagi £27.66
- 19Element 432MHz Yagi £20.70
- 21Element 432MHz Yagi £28.67

**JAYBEAM**

- LW5 5Ei 2m Yagi £14.37
- LW8 8Ei 2m Yagi £17.92
- LW10 10Ei 2m Yagi £24.15
- LW16 16Ei 2m Yagi £30.75
- PBM1010PF-Parabeam £44.85
- PBM1414PF-Parabeam £56.78
- CI28 2m Co Linear £60.61
- DS2m Double Element Slot Yagi £25.30
- DB2m Double Element Slot Yagi £28.33
- GQ4m 4Element 2m Quad £29.33
- GB2m 2Element 2m Quad £30.31
- GB2m 2Element 2m Quad £44.85
- CB70m 432MHz Co Line £55.50
- DB2m Double 2m Double Slot Yagi £25.48
- PBM 18m 1807Co linear £32.20
- PBM 24m 2407Co linear £42.55
- LW2 2407 Folded dipole £27.00
- MBB328F800 Co Linear £96.00
- MBB648E800 Multibeam £88.88
- MBB648E1500 Multibeam £195.00
- 8XY/39Crossed BYagi £42.55
- 10XY/2m Crossed 10E1 Yagi £46.00

**THE RS32**

AIRCRAFT BAND RECEIVER £159.40 inc. VAT.

**SPECIFICATION**

- Frequency range: 210 to 130MHz, i.e. all NAV/COM channels.
- Number of channels: 1040 (2KHz steps).
- Sensitivity: Better than 0.75 microvolts 10dB SIN.
- Memory channels: 1000 banks of 10. Memories can be scanned automatically or selected manually.
- Power required: 12V dc negative earth 300mA typical.
- (Display can be switched off to reduce consumption when operating portable).  Size: 160 x 45 x 130mm.
- Weight: approx. 1Kg (including memory backup batteries).
POCOM® PFC-100
Intelligent Frequency-Controller for ICOM R-70/JRC NRD-515

PFC-100 FEATURES:
Nonvolatile memory for 100 complete operation settings — all functions can be programmed from the keyboard — versatile timer functions (on/off); 6 outputs can be switched separately — automatic memory channel and frequency scan modes with freely definable parameters — frequency offset mode for converter usage — alphanumeric liquid crystal display — intelligent selftest functions — 6 kByte user ram, 16 kByte operating programme — low power consumption 8 Bit CMOS CPU — easy software adaption for future modifications — developed and manufactured in Switzerland by Poly-Electronic.

The efficient monitoring of the complete SW-range calls for the use of modern receivers which should offer a large amount of operating comfort. Recently good receivers such as the popular ICOM R-70 and the JRC NRD-515 have become available on the market, but they lack the optimal microprocessor-supported operating possibilities. These requirements are fulfilled by the intelligent programmable frequency controller POCOM PFC-100 from Poly-Electronic.

The use of up-to-date circuit technology contributes to the class of this innovation which meets the highest demands of all active SW-listeners. Together with one of the two receivers (ICOM/JRC) the PFC-100 permits an unsurpassed degree of operational ease due to the consequent use of a microprocessor and comfortable software.

Large S.A.F. for details.

Price to be announced.

Dewsbury Electronics

offer a full range of 

Trio Equipment always in stock.

We are also stockists of DAIWA — WELTZ — DAVTREND

Dewsbury Electronics

176 Lower High Street, Stourbridge
West Midlands
Telephone: Stourbridge (0384) 390063

Instant finance available subject to status
Written details on request

Closed Monday

Dewsbury Electronics

DATA-LOG ON 

20 EXAMPLES OF 'STATE OF THE ART DESIGN'

The following list shows most of our products. Please phone or write for a free catalogue and free data on products which interest you. It takes only a phone call with your bank cheque card number to speed any product on its way to you. Normally we despatch the same day. Or if you prefer you can obtain our "amateur" products from your local dealer.

All prices include delivery (UK only) and VAT at 15%. Independent reviews show POCOM to be the best.

AUDIO FILTERS

SRB2 Automatic Frequency Discriminator as seen on a well-known TV science programme. (SWM Sept. 83, Ham Radio Feb. 84, World Radio TV Handbook 84) £86.85

ANF Automatic noise remover for SSB, plus CW filter. (SWM July 83, Ham Radio Oct. 83, RSEW July 83) £67.95

FL2 SSB/CW/RTTY Variable audio filter. (Rad Com. Aug. 80) £69.70

FL3 SSB/CW/RTTY audio filter (as FL2) plus automatic whistle remover. £129.37

FL2A Fully assembled PCB module with hardware and instructions to convert FL2 to FL3. £39.67

RF SPEECH PROCESSORS

ASP The fully automatic definitive RF Speech Processor (*73; July 81) £82.80

D75 Manually controlled RF speech processor. £56.35

D75/K Uncased version of D75 £40.70

MORSE EQUIPMENT

D70 The "go-anywhere" Morse Tutor. The PCR battery supplied should last until the exam! £39.67

MK Deluxe Self contained keyboard Morse sender with memories. (SWM April 82, Amateur Radio April 83) £137.42

RADAR DIRECTION FINDER

AD370 Complete active dipole receiving antenna. Covers 100kHz to 100 MHz. Weather-sealed for outdoor mounting. With mains power unit. (Rad. Corn. June 82). £80.00

AD270 indoor version of AD370 £51.75

RF CONVERTERS AND AMPLIFIERS

Other companies also make converters and preamps. When you choose check the "fine print" first. You can trust Datong to "do it right".

VLF Receiver 0 to 500kHz on your 28 to 28.5MHz receiver. £29.90

PC1 Get "no-compromise" performance from 50kHz to 30MHz on your existing 2-metre all-mode. (Rad. Corn. April 82) £137.42

DC144/28 Receive 2-metres on your 28MHz receiver. Against it is the "fine print" performance which makes this the best of its type. (SWM Aug. 82, Rad. Corn. April 82) £39.67 Uncased version. £29.95

RFA 5 to 200MHz low noise preamplifier. Why be bound to one band per preamp? (Ham Radio Nov. 83) £33.92

SELECTIVE CALLING EQUIPMENT

PTS Sixty four channel tone squelch system for fitting to any FM or AM rig. Excellent performance on noisy channels. One needed per rig. £45.89

CODECALL 4096 channel Selcall for any FM, AM, or SSB ng. No internal connections needed. One needed per rig. (RSEW June 82). £29.95

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS

DATEST 2 Automatic in-circuit tester for transistors, FETs, SCRs and triacs. Complete with test probes. £51.75

SS-32 Speech Scrambler Module for First level Security in mobile radio systems POA

RFS-1 Wideband RF signal detector and locator. POA

DF2 Microprocessor controlled direction finding system. POA

POA = PRICE ON APPLICATION
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**NEW! AZDEN MOBILE SPEAKER**

**PRICE:** £1.99

- Post free
- Transforms the audio quality of your mobile rig
- Frequency response switch
- Adjustable mobile bracket
- Fitted cable 5 x 3mm plug

**WATERS & STANTON ELECTRONICS**

18/20 MAIN ROAD, HOCKLEY, ESSEX. Tel: (0702) 206835
12 NORTH STREET, HORNCHURCH, ESSEX. Tel: (040-24) 474765

**TRIO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TS3000 HF Tcv</td>
<td>£148.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A0110 ATU</td>
<td>£165.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPM5 Speaker</td>
<td>£115.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS4300 HF Tcv</td>
<td>£175.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSF600 AC psu</td>
<td>£220.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS4300 Speaker</td>
<td>£29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A0110 ATU</td>
<td>£29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPM5 Mobile Mount</td>
<td>£115.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS3000 HF Tcv</td>
<td>£148.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT3000 VFO</td>
<td>£250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS3000 HF Tcv</td>
<td>£148.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS3000 HF Tcv</td>
<td>£148.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEW!**

**DATONG**

**PRICE:** £39.95

- (All orders dispatched same day)
- To: Waters & Stanton, 18-20 Main Road, Hockley, Essex.
- Name
- Address
- Items required
- Carriage: Items under £10 - £1.00, Over £10 - £1.50, Larger airmail & Paks, £3.00, Securicor £6.00.

- **MAIL ORDER SLIP**

**NEW!**

**WELZ**

**GH22**

- **6.5dB 144-146MHz**
- No other aerial
- matches its performance and price!

**NEW PRODUCTS**

Here's a very brief description of new products back in stock or just arriving.
DF2CE 2m/70cm duplexer for mobile or base station £19.95; DF-EL76E dual band 2m/70cm aerial £19.95; DGF72 70cm 6dB base station aerial £35.75; 5 BAND DIPOLE - the latest model from Sager, the MT-210X covers the 5 bands 10/20-100m superbly built 70 complete long with balun £54 BASE STATION MICS - the new Adonis base mics feature 2 mics AS-530G with up/down and response switch £36.50 and the beautiful AS530G noise cancelling plus compressor £79.75; MOBILE MICS - the new Adonis FS-2S is a deluxe mobile mic. that fits sun visor roof mount - comprises boom mic, roof speaker and control box with up/down control £52; ICOM OWNERS - modern ICOM mics only work with ICOM mics - Adonis have come up with an 8 pin mic. adapter plug that matches any mic to your ICOM rig £10.95; AR2001 superb monitor receiver 20-512MHz £325; AR2001 PMC, A multi mode 2m hand held £250 ARRL HANDOOK 1984 - £12.50; ARRL ANTENNA BOOK - £7.95; UNIVERSAL MAG MOUNT - £25.95.

**ROTATOR OFFER AR200XL**

**£39.95**

- Ideal for VHF arrays
- 3 core cable control box
- 2 m mast damps etc.
Laws

It is of interest to note a recent case in Manchester Crown Court, which was concerned with the use of an illegal CB set. The court decided that an offence had been established because the set was available for immediate use at any time. Presumably that means the aerial and the mains were connected at the time the equipment was inspected; if so, this must represent an enormous advance in the position when it comes to prosecuting 'pirates'. It is understood the case may go to the House of Lords and we await the result with great interest — remembering that although such a ruling would be very good news, it also has serious implications for the law-abiding radio amateur and SWL who each may have equipment capable of immediate illegal use.

The second item under the heading concerns the group of comics from Australia (ARTAC — Amateur Radio Third-Party Action Committee, so called) which seems to think we in the UK are lagging seriously behind other Commonwealth countries in our licensing — apparently they’ve never heard of the difference between Region 1, Region 2, and Region 3 band limits. And, saints preserve us, they want us to get into third party messages, and practice 'passing' them. Just imagine it — our already overcrowded bands full of messages that Auntie Agatha has arrived safely at the supermarket to the relief of her adoring family. What utter bilge it is! Our own view is that the proper place for passing such messages is via the telephone or the letter-box — or CB. It would be more useful if this VK pressure group could direct its undoubted energy towards a more worthwhile goal.

And talking of worthwhile goals, what about considering a stiffening in the ‘operating procedure’ section at the time of the next RAE-syllabus revision? After all, to hold a radio licence for a yacht or light aircraft — in the ‘hobby’ context for both — the test is almost 100% procedure, because it has been shown to be necessary in those areas. It has been shown — painfully so — to be necessary in 1984 on the amateur bands.
**Legal Matters**

April 12, 1984 was an important date in the calendar being the day that the Telecommunications Bill received the Royal Assent, thus getting on to the Statute Book as the **Telecommunications Act, 1984**. The Bill went through its committee stage with little opposition and will, hopefully, tidy up the many loose ends of earlier Acts.

The appropriate authorities now have clearly defined powers to deal with all unlicensed operators, whether those who "‘borrow" unlisted or expired call signs on the amateur bands, the so-called CB DX-unlicensed operators, whether those who clearly defined powers to deal with all

ends of earlier Acts.
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frequencies. Unfortunately, due to a motorcycle accident in 1962, he is now a “pensioner,” so undoubtedly amateur radio is a welcome hobby. His VHF station comprises a Yaesu FT-221 with muTek “front end,” plus Gasfet preamplifier. The antennas are two 16-ele. Yagis on a tower plus a 10-ele. Yagi on the house for general monitoring. The PA uses a single 4CX250B valve.

Wolf has 138 confirmed so got his “125” sticker when the certificate was issued. His QSLs were also verified by OE6PN and all but one were for SSB QSOs. 69 were tropo., 44 Es 9 M and 16 Ar contacts. Wolf operates on 70cm, with a Yaesu FT-780R and 21-ele. antenna and he also monitors on 50 MHz for TV DX.

Details of the QTHCC and VHFCC awards can be obtained by sending an s.a.e. to the address at the end of this feature. If you have 100 or more squares confirmed for the QTHCC, please ask for the application form as well as the rules.

**Contest Notes**

The second leg of this year's Microwave Cumulative Contest is on June 17, 1000-1800 GMT the band being 3.4 GHz. The next leg is on July 1 when it will be the turn of the 24 GHz folk. The 2nd leg of the 10 GHz Cumulative is on June 17, again from 1000-1800. The June 4m. and SWL Contest is on the 3rd from 0900 to 1500 GMT, coinciding with the latter half of HF NFD. This is an experiment to encourage groups to try VHFR operation from "HF" sites and to try to assess the demand for an event that Class B licensees could participate in, under supervision.

On June 9, 1600-2400, there is the 23cm. Trophy Contest, followed next day, 0900-1700, by the 70cm. Trophy and SWL event. Both are two section, Fixed and All-other, affairs with radial ring scoring. On June 24, the VHF Phone WAB contest takes place on 2m. and 70cm. Details and log sheets from Mr. S. Lawrence, 7 Ashfield Road, Market Harborough, Leics. VHF NFD is scheduled for the weekend on July 7/8, 1400-1400 and entries will only be accepted from groups who have sent a single registration form to G3XDY by June 2. There are restricted and open sections, the former limiting stations to 25w p.e.p. output at the Tx, antennas not exceeding 35ft. a.g.l. and no stacked or bayed, multiple monsters. Full, lengthy rules were in the April RadCom.

**Beacon News**

In recent Auroral manifestations, nobody has copied the 2m. beacon SK4MPI at the Max Planck Institute (HU46d) on 144.960 MHz. A check through SM0KJD on 20m. revealed that it is on, but very weak, so presumably the PA stage has failed.

Attempts to monitor HB9HB on 144.865 and EAI1VHF on 144.867 MHz in the London area are invariably thwarted due to a group of FM-ers in North London who have taken up permanent residence on 144.875 MHz. From the comments, they are well aware they are interfering with the beacon service, but obviously could not care less. This group is a mixture of licensed amateurs and pirates and it is surprising that the former, who obviously know their pirate friends, break their licence conditions by working them. It would be interesting to see if they actually log these non-licensed stations.

There is much "‘rule bending" by some of the licensed stations, such as letting their unlicensed wives operate while they are mobile, etc. One callsign being pirated is G6IEG by one Melvyn, the rightful owner now being a class A operator in Edinburgh. At least six call signs heard frequently have either lapsed or belong to other people so, with the increased fines now available to the Courts for un-licensed operation, there could be a worthwhile addition to the Treasury's coffers following a determined effort to curtail this illegal activity.

**The Satellite Scene**

The University of Surrey's telephone answering service on May 2 reported that the North American Air Defense Network had been searching among the 15,000 man-made objects orbiting the Earth in an attempt to positively identify UOSAT-2. Should it ever be found, the message suggested that the Stanford Research Institute's 150ft. dish antenna, with high power, would be used to try to command this lost, dead and useless spacecraft.

Steve Reading, G4LZD, (Devon) has been using the Soviet RS satellites for the first time and has worked through RS-6, RS-7 and RS-8 into five European countries. He is the only reader to report operating on Mode A. From Adrian
Maidenhead Squares

In the recent IARU Region 1 Conference in Cefalu, Sicily, it was decided to adopt the Maidenhead, or World, Locator System from Jan. 1, next. Ken Osborne, G4IGO, has pointed out that in European working, there is no real need to use the first two letters. His complete locator is IO 80 80 but he reckons that just 80 80 would be sufficient since a U.K. station could not be in any other 80 80 than IO field. Similarly a Spanish station in the present WD square could only be in IN 53, so the IN part could be dropped. It will be interesting to see what the contest rule makers come up with for next year.

New French Callsigns

Great excitement was caused recently when a weak station with an FCI callsign was heard on 2m. However, GW8VHI, who contacted one such station, explains that the French authorities are now issuing two letter prefixes, such as FC and FD, to the French stations. Similarly it is reckoned that the French authorities are now issuing two letter prefixes, such as FC and FD, to the French stations.

DX-Peditions

Walt Davidson, GW3NNY, has sent some advance information about a proposed expedition to QX square in August. The dates are the 7th to the 15th, the callsign GB2XQ, and bands 144, 432 and 1,296 MHz. The main activity will be on 2m. MS during the Perseids shower. The other operators are likely to include G8TFI, GW4LXO, GW6EWA and GW8TVX. Skeds can be arranged by either telephoning Walt on Swansea (0792) 20111, writing to him at P.O. Box 21, Swansea, SA1 1ED or via the 20m. VHF net. Past DX-Peditions by Walt and his team have been very successful and reliable.

GW8VHI was informed by F1FHI of a proposed DX-Pedition to TG square from Aug. 2-15, using the callsign FO GAL/P. QRGs are 144.270, 432.270 and 1,2%.270 kHz. The main activity will be on 2m. and 70cm. using a dish antenna. Reg also mentions operation from XI38h from July 23 to Aug. 2-15, using the callsign FOGAL/P.

Other QSOs that day included ZS6CAV, GM4CXP, GW8VHI was informed by F1FHI of a proposed DX-Pedition to TG square from Aug. 2-15, using the callsign FO GAL/P. QRGs are 144.270, 432.270 and 1,2%.270 kHz. The main activity will be on 2m. and 70cm. using a dish antenna. Reg also mentions operation from XI38h from July 23 to Aug. 2-15, using the callsign FOGAL/P.

Six Metres

Jeremy Royle, G3NOX, (Essex) has been gratified at the number of reception reports he has received of his 6m. signals. His station comprises an Icom IC-551 with a Lunar Electronics 6M10 120 P solid state, crossband. He finds that the band does not seem to benefit from high pressure weather systems except over sea paths. For example, in the Feb. 13-15 period, signals over the 200 kNMs path from Jersey were 20 dB up, whereas signals generally were much more enhanced on 2m. and 70cm. but 10m. was very poor. Dave has been sent a list of the various useful Band 1 TV TX's by Brian Bower, G3COJ, and finds that Kirk O'Shott's on 53.25 MHz is a good Auroral indicator, as well as MS activity point. Background ‘pine rate’ is 50 per hour but in the January Quadrants it rose four-fold. He has noticed strong sun noise bursts in the mornings.

Dave Lewis, GW4HGBK, has been QRV after evening TV closedown when earlier evening Auroras have occurred, hoping for a second phase. However, nothing materialised. On Apr. 26 and 27, GM3ZBE was copied at workable strength in QSO with G3OHH, but Dave was unable to break in. He reports activity still good with many licensees being heard regularly.

Four Metres

Paul Turner, G4IJE, (Essex) worked EI2CA for the first time on tropo. On Apr. 8 during the 6th leg of the Cumulatives. In the final leg on the 22nd, he reports poor activity. Terry Hackwill, G4MUT, (Berk.), has been QRV in these events which seem to be the only source of points for the Annual Table. During the big Ar on Apr. 27, he called “CQ” for ages on both SSB and CW but to no avail. Using...
SSB, Martyn Jones, G4TIF, (Warks.) added seven more table counties on Apr. 22, best DX being Arthur Breese, G2DHZ, who was also a new country. G4TIF was a new county for Arthur, too, along with G3BPM (Somerset) in the same session.

Two Metres

Quite an eventful month with a vast solar eruption, auroras, a reasonable meteor shower, some nice tropo. — for some — and the first Es of the year. Mick Allmark, G1EZF, (W. Yorks.) took advantage of some of it to take him to second place in the Annual Table. He has covered most of the Ar events and on Apr. 2 at 1500 he copied GM3XOQ (ZT) and GM3JJJ (WS) but too weak to work. On the 4th, in the first phase from 1750-1900, he worked EI8EF (VO), G18YDZ (WP), GW6CGR (X1M), GM41C (XP) and G3TAP (XO) at QTEs between 20 and 75 degrees. A second phase from 2220 to 0300 at QTEs 20° to 45° brought more GIs and GMs in XO, XP, YR and ZU. On the 5th, from 1525 more GIs and GMs in WO, WP, XO, XP, XR and YR were contacted, plus EI4AEB (WN). It lasted till about 1815, the QTEs being 5° to 85° but no 2nd phase was noticed. On the 9th at 0130 another Ar occurred but nil activity on SSB. UQ2AO and some SMs were heard on CW at QTE 65°. The next event was on the 25th when a few GIs and GMs were worked between 1722 and 1750 at QTE 30-60° and the following day from 1529 till about 1900, more GIs but his time some PEs as well at QTE 10-85°.

John Hunter, G3IMV, (Bucks.) worked GM3B/C (A) in the Apr. 25 Ar. A couple of new squares were worked during the Lyrids meteor shower on the 22nd, UC2AAAB (OOII1A) and ON6UG/EA (AA). On May 5, G3IMV heard 13LGP mention that the Is and Is4s were working into OZ via Es at 1000. At 1032, John heard H04KYB in QSO with someone and at 1033 a brief snatch of an IWO was copied. At 1046, 13YXQ was contacted but the event was over by 1100. G3PBV worked 14ERN (GE) at 0946 and later heard I0SNY (GD). G4I GO heard Y2XN at S7 at 0956.

This first sporadic E 2m event in 1984 came much too late for wrought reports. G3IMV found that similar phenomenon occurred on May 4, 1980 around the peak of the Eta Aquarids meteor shower — see VHF Bands, June 1980, p. 218. From preliminary description of the signals and their widespread nature, it would seem this was an MS enhanced Es event.

G3PBV’s remaining notes all refer to the April Ar events. The one on the 3rd, noticed at 1725, lasted till 0905 with some Gs and a GW strongly Ar, along with GMs in XP, XQ and YQ, a GI, two PAs and a weak SM6. The Kirk O’Sotts TV Tx was Auroral at 1935, still. On the 4th, G4OOPH was very strong at 1530, as was GI4OMK. At 1608, O7Z0L was a good signal along with some norther Gs and GWs and Els. By 1900, it was all gone. The Gs on 2m were Auroral before Kirk O’Shotts went that way. Nothing was heard in the event on the 25th, but the next day, from 1807, produced northern Gs and a few GMs, DK3BU, and EI8EF called unsuccessfully.

Tim Charles, G4EZA, has been a Magazine reader for eight years but writes for the first time to this column. His home station is in Colchester, Essex, and comprises a modified Icom IC-260E with a Siliconix U-310 preamp. The antenna is a very strong 8-ele. Yagi at 27ft., “the feeder being 50ft. of UR-43 coax. He enters the CW table but only operates at weekends. His mother, June Charles, is G6XXW who got her licence last August, using Tim’s station. They have a Mirage B-108 amplifier and continental working is easy.

John Nelson, G4FX, discovered some strong Es on FM Band 2 on May 3. He was listening to Radio 3 in his car in the middle afternoon when the frequency was captured by a strong Greek station for a while. Richard Burton, G4KXP (N. London) mentions a couple of Lyrids MS attempts on CW. He only got two bursts from UP2BK (KP) but did complete with LA8OW (EU) receiving a 30s. burst up to S9. He reports this shower as producing many pings, but few good bursts.

G4I GO was around for the Ar affairs of Apr. 4, 5 and 26. The first event was discovered at 1748 with PA2VST and went on till 1900, returning again briefly at 1926. CW brought YN, YQ and ZO squares, with YL and XK heard. On the 5th at 1535, G4OOPH was heard, with fade out at 1612, though Ar signals still audible in YL square. They came back from 1639 to 1807 at QTE 25°. Ken had better luck in the last two with six GMs and two Gs worked on the 25th — QTEs from 15° to 30° — between 1608 and 1827. The 26th brought D, EI, F, G, GI, GM, GW and PA contacts between 1650 and 1905 at QTEs 25-60°. At 1722 there was a half second noise burst and at 1726 another three, short but strong noise bursts. The Sun noise was terrific.

Nick Peckett, G4KUX, (Co. Durham) sent his usual detailed account of DX worked in recent, and earlier, Aurora.

There were manifestations on April 1, 2 and 3 but the one on the 4th went further south than have many in recent months. Best DX were UK2RDX (MT), UK2RBM (MT), UQ2A0Q (MQ) and OH2TI (NU). These more southerly affairs bring hordes of D, G, OZ and PA callers who can usually be worked in the slightest tropo lift. Nick’s directional calls to SP, U, etc., are ignored, making real DX-ploration nigh on impossible.

The event of Apr. 9 he describes as quite exceptional, and was only discovered as he got up for an E-M-E sked with VE7BQH. First QSO, at 0005, was with UQ2A0Q, others including SM41VE (HT), OY9JD (WV) and best Ar DX to
date at 0056, OH5LK (NU) at 1,837 kms. Thereafter LA9YT (FU), OH2TI and LA1KF (FX) at 0018, the last then being worked by G4DHF (ZM).

Steve Reading, G4LZD, (Devon) having no high speed keyer, tried a 40 w.p.m. hand key CW MS QSO with LA6QBA (FT) in the Lyrids, but it was not completed. Unlike G3PBV, he did hear weak Ar signals on Apr. 25, best being completed. Unlike G3PBV, he did hear

Thereafter LA9YT (FU), OH2TI and LA1KF (FX) the next day and EI4AQB (VN) in the period Apr. 22-25, including tropo. contacts with LA6HL and DL3LAL on the 25th. John Fitzgerald, G8XTJ, (Bucks.) was not at home much in April. At the beginning of the month he he was out portable with an Icom IC-202S on the Isle of Purbeck in Dorset, working on FM through repeater GB3SC. Later in the month, he visited Fort William and the Western Highlands using repeater GB3HI, and making some simplex contacts to Sky from Mallag.

A long silence, Alex Scott, GM8BDX, (Berwick.) has written to report a short move of QTH. So far only an indoor 11-ele. beam has been used with which the best DX is G8XUJ (YN). The Kent beacon, GB3VHF, has been copied at S5/6, with meteor pings to S2. Alex McCreadie, GM8YPI, also from Berwick., reports on the best tropo. lift since last autumn which started on Apr. 23, peaking on the 24/25th, until the 28th.

It was mostly coastal DX across the North Sea to LA, PA, D and OZ.

Kelvin Weaver, G4WTTU, (Gwent) is leading the table on 2m. by a good margin with 18 countries already this year. He lists EA1QF (YC) on CW tropo. on Apr. 9, with assorted D, F and PAs worked on the 12/13th. The 17th brought two stations in Co. Durham. On MS he worked DL9MCC (GH) on the 12th, and in the Lyrids, on the 21st, LA4B (FU) and OK1MAC (HJ), the next day bringing OK1SM (GJ), all on SSB. An expedition on the 22/23rd to XL10a in Dyfed with G8TIF and GW8VHI resulted in 150 QSOs included F, ON, PA, D and OZ.

The numbers of different stations worked since Jan. 1.

Northern German squares, but none seemed interested to work ZL. A 2C9AA valve was bought at the N.E.C. show for a new PA. At present, Roy can hear much more than he can work. G4ROA got XL and ZP for new squares and found 70cm. well occupied during the lift. G4TIF also lists GW4TTU/P, as do most all contributors, and G8EXI for a new 1984 country.

G4VXE has been busy setting up on the band and has 30w to a 21-ele. Yagi, with encouraging results. On the 22nd, Tim worked GD8EXI using just one watt, and on the 30th, contacted G4VCJ (Cleveland). G6MGL operates on 70cm. using an Icom IC-402 with a home made 35-ele. Quad Loop array from a design in the UHF Compendium. G8PNN sent photocopies of his April log which reveals much 70cm. activity. XL and CT were new squares and new 1984 countries included DL2NO, LA1BM and SM6HYG. Don Hughes, G8WPL, (Stockport) added a couple more squares thanks to GW4TTU/P and GI4GVS, so is now up to 56 on the band.

GM8YPI found 70cm. distinctly better than 2m. in the 25th, citing DG1BP who was at best S5 on 2m. but S9-plus-30 dB on 70cm. Alex’s best DX so far was DL0X4 (FM) and he also heard a new beacon, DB0AE in the Bremerhaven region, which runs only one watt to a “Big Wheel” antenna, according to G1DFB. GW4TTU had only been on the band from home about four days when he wrote but, while out /P in XL, worked 120 stations. The equipment consisted of an LS-707, K2RTW amplifier, Gasget masthead preamp. and four 14-ele. DL6WU beams.

**Microwaves**

G3PBV has finished his 5ft. dish and got it up. On clear paths, it is 10 dB up on the 15-over-15 Yagi. He and others are trying to stir up activity on 23cm. at 1945 clock time on Sunday evenings. So far, G4DGU, G4AMW, G8KBQ and G8XST have been on, while others move their Rx side working. G3XDY worked G8TFI/P in Dyfed (XL) on the 22nd. Other 23cm. QSOs were SM6HYG (FS) on the 23rd, GM8MBP in Grampian on the 24th, and DL4OX (FM), DL3YB/A (EM), DC9XO (EM) and DK1KR (FN) on the 25th.

Chris Bartram, G4DGU, (Devon) now has a 4ft. dish and 100w with an MGFI202 preamp. at the antenna. He is keen to make skeds with anyone on 23cm. Neil Coote, G8VNU, (Surrey) is QRV on 23cm. with an “old” MM transverter, while G4KFX is busy building up 13cm. capability in modular form. On Apr. 23, G4ROA worked PE11ST (CM) for a new square, then PE1CMO, the former using just one watt.

G8PNN’s late April log shows lots of 23cm. activity. New 1984 countries were continued on page 184
A Flexible PLL/Tone-Decoder Project, Part 1
WITH EXTENSION AS A SIMPLE CW FILTER
G. W. GOODRICH, G4NLA

The phase-locked-loop has many applications, probably the most well known to radio amateurs being its use in digital frequency synthesisers. The principles used in the PLL can equally be applied to other applications where a circuit is required to detect a particular frequency within a pre-defined bandwidth, with reference to a known frequency, called the reference frequency of the loop.

![Simplified Block Schematic of NE567 Tone Decoder/PLL](image)

In the audio region such a PLL system may be used to detect tones within a wide bandwidth, as in the case of a CW or RTTY signal at the output of a communications receiver. The project described here uses such a PLL/tone-decoder system, to produce a flexible piece of equipment suited to a wide range of amateur applications. The flexibility of the project was an important design criterion, since while my immediate requirements were for a CW filter using such a system I appreciated my probable expansion into homebrew RTTY equipment at a later date. The basic principles of tone decoding are the same for both CW and RTTY so there seemed little point in building the same project twice, if I could produce a circuit capable of both types of operating.

With this in mind I set out to develop a PLL/tone-decoder "mother-board", onto which I could "piggy-back" application boards (for want of a better term). Described here are both the main mother-board and the application boards used to derive an effective CW filter.

Before proceeding further, don't go looking for PCB artworks because there 'aint any! While I had thought about such things, being an ardent fan of Rev. Dobbs', G3RJV, "Kitchen Table Technology", I decided that such a project is best presented on Veroboard for two reasons. Firstly, component layout for this project is far from critical so you will not need a special layout and artworks to copy and etch; secondly, with care you can turn out a presentable project, and still have lots of holes for additions and modifications later.

### PLL/Tone-Detector: Principle of Operation

Before describing the mother-board in detail, it would be worth having a brief look at the IC that does the donkey work. The IC used here is the NE567 PLL/tone-decoder. Basically the IC consists of a reference oscillator and a phase detector, see Fig. 1. If the frequency of a signal at the input (pin 3) is the same as that of the reference oscillator then the output 'lock' pin goes low. This feature can obviously be used to control other circuits. The frequency at which a lock takes place can be altered by changing the reference frequency. It is thus possible to select an individual tone amongst a whole range at the input to the IC. If the tone to which the IC is locked is now removed, the lock is lost and the output of the IC resumes its 'off' state. In this fashion a CW or RTTY signal, having the correct frequency to establish a lock, can 'key' the output of the PLL/tone-decoder IC.

The transit times from the 'off' to 'on' state in the NE567 are very rapid, and could cause instabilities in following stages due to sharp switching transients. For this reason the output of the IC is damped to reduce this problem. Getting the damping right is...
important since too much damping will not allow the IC to switch fast enough to reproduce the incoming CW or RTTY signal; too little and other circuitry is likely to be upset by the switching transients mentioned earlier. I should point out at this stage that the internal workings of the NE567 are rather more complex than the simple diagram shown in Fig. 1!

**Tone Decoder Mother-Board**

The mother-board consists of all the circuitry required to support the application boards for either CW or RTTY reception. These include the necessary rails to both power and control the features peculiar to the application. The rails are denoted in Table 1. As these rails are common to all functions/applications it is possible to design a board layout such that application boards may be mounted directly onto the mother-board using simple, inexpensive connectors. As is the case with most computers these days it is also possible to expand the board if a particular application so demands it.

In terms of functional blocks the mother-board consists of the following.

(a) an input buffer amplifier.
(b) an 800 Hz c/f bandpass filter.
(c) a basic preset limiter.
(d) a tone decoder IC.
(e) a DC amplifier.
(f) a spare op-amp.

Fig. 2 illustrates how these are linked together to evolve the basic tone decoder.

---

**Table of Values**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rail Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>+ 13.8V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>lock detect (12V on lock)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>spare op-amp. input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>+/− 6V op-amp. bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>spare op-amp. output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>post-filter output (hi-Z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>side tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Circuit Operation**

The circuit diagram for the main board is shown in Fig. 3. An audio input via pin 9 on the mother-board is attenuated by a simple 'L' network consisting of R1 and R2. The input attenuator is DC decoupled by C1. IC1 is the input buffer amplifier. The bias required to run this op-amp., and all other op-amps. from a single supply rail is derived from the potential divider network R13 and R14; this rail should have about 6.5V upon it. As IC1 is being used as an inverting amplifier it is easy to see that its gain is set by R3.

The output of the buffer amplifier is connected to the input of a single-stage 800 Hz bandpass filter. The centre frequency is set by the values of C3, C4 and R3. The gain, and hence Q of the filter, is set by R7; in the event of this circuit oscillating the value of R7 should be reduced. If the Q of the filter is too high the filter may also have a tendency to ring; while this is not any problem for a human ear to accept, it does cause CW and RTTY signals to become slurred, and will prevent the PLL/tone-decoder IC to gate properly.

The output of the filter is taken to rail 7 on the mother-board where it may be monitored through an oscilloscope or amplifier having a high input impedance.

The limiter takes a signal from the output of this filter via rail 7 and amplifies all signals to a level of 0.4V peak-to-peak. Signals
when amplified by the op-amp (IC3), that would normally have a much greater amplitude than this, are simply lopped at the top and bottom of the cycle. Ideally, the limiter gain should be set with R10 such that signals at, or near, the noise level have the 0.4V level; this is difficult to achieve without a 'scope but can be approximated by listening to a very weak CW station and adjusting R10 until a lock is established by IC4. If the gain of the limiter is too high then the background noise will intermittently key the PLL/tone-decoder and the gain of the limiter amplifier should be cut back until this stops happening.

The output of the limiter is fed via C5 to the input of the NE567. The reference frequency is set by VR1, which is mounted on the front panel to allow easy adjustment in use. If a tone exists at the input to the NE567 which is within the capture range of the PLL (only a few Hertz), then the lock detect output, pin 8, will become close circuit. This discharges C10 via R12, effectively damping the transit time between pin 8's open and closed states. Q1 acts as an inverting DC amplifier, the collector going to about 12V once a lock has been established. C11 provides a short circuit to remaining switching transients. The collector is tied to rail 2 on the mother-board.

Components and Construction

All the components for this project are obtainable from usual suppliers, Ambit, Maplin, etc. All the resistors are ¼-watt 10% types, the only truly critical components being in the 800 Hz filter. I have built several filters in the past and have found that there is little real advantage in going to the trouble of obtaining high-precision metal-film types in a single-stage filter.

All the electrolytic capacitors used in the project are 16V rated, and should be radial or axial mounting by consulting the component layout diagram in Fig. 4. All the remaining capacitors are mylar film, as these are reasonably cheap, and don’t melt if you are a bit clumsy with the soldering iron!

The PCB mounting plugs and sockets are available from Ambit. They are convenient to use since they have a ¼” pitch so

---
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mount directly onto Veroboard. I find them easier to use than Veropins and certainly recommend them.

The op-amps. used in the project are all MC741's, and while you could use low noise versions of the same type, the cost becomes somewhat prohibitive if one is not designing a low-noise device in the first place.

Q1, the transistor used in the amplifier, is a BC289 which is the PNP version of the popular BC109. The device type in this application is not critical, and any similar PNP transistor will do.

The interconnecting leads used on the Veroboard should be single-strand insulated wire; multistrand wire should be avoided as it is not as easy to form.

When constructing onto Veroboard I find that it is easier to follow the circuit diagram stage-by-stage as fewer mistakes are made that way. Do remember to cut tracks as appropriate and avoid solder bridges between tracks.

In this case the following method is preferred. Firstly locate and solder the end socket onto the main board, as this gives a useful reference point. Now build the remainder of the mother-board up to, and including, the DC amplifier; the spare buffer amplifier can be left for the time being. All the inter-PCB plugs can now be soldered into place, as they do not cause any major inconvenience to the remainder of the construction. J4 is simply three pins cut from a 10-pin strip, but keep the remaining seven as they will be useful later.

Having completed this part of the construction, check and double-check your soldered joints, etc., looking in particular for hair-line solder bridges between tracks. One way of getting rid of these nuisances is by running a Stanley knife between each track; this is crude, but very effective!

Testing

Obviously it makes life easier to set up and test this board if you have an oscilloscope to hand. However most amateurs and SWLs don't, so a very simple test and set-up procedure is outlined here.

Firstly, I recommend that the mother-board is mounted temporarily on a block of wood, so that you won't have to keep chasing it around the bench each time that you want to measure or change something. The mother-board end connector should now be assembled as shown in Fig. 5, and inserted into the mother-board S1. Now apply 13.8V (or thereabouts) and look for the usual signs of disastrous wiring errors — smoke, electrolytic capacitors exploding, etc. . . .

Assuming that no obvious wiring faults exist then connect the mother-board to the audio output of a receiver. The receiver should be previously tuned to an 800 Hz carrier tone. (This is the only redeeming factor for Radio Tirana in the amateur 40-metre band.) VR1 should now be rotated slowly until the LED lights. If it should fail to do so after a couple of attempts then try increasing the audio output of the rig. Assuming still no success try increasing the gain of the input buffer amplifier; this is done by adjusting R3 towards its maximum resistance. If this should fail, then re-check your wiring, particularly in the input and tone detect stages.

Once the LED has been persuaded to light, remove the audio input, when the LED should extinguish. If it remains on then the chances are that the audio filter is oscillating; as explained before this fault can be cured by reducing the value of R7.

Having done these initial tests the audio gain of the receiver should be reduced until the tone is just perceptible. The gain of the input buffer amplifier should now be set using R3 to a point where the LED lights up. The limiter gain preset resistor, R10, should now be set to the point where the LED is just on, and ready to turn off, although not flickering.

This completes the initial testing of the mother-board. This is not the final set-up of the board as further adjustments will be made as the other application boards are added to the system.

If you do possess an oscilloscope then the alignment of the mother-board can be done immediately. Select a strong 800 Hz carrier tone on the receiver being used for the test. The level of this audio input should be adjusted until an undistorted sine-wave appears at the output of the input buffer amplifier (IC1); the gain of the amplifier should be set such that the sine-wave is about 10V peak-to-peak. Now hook the 'scope probe to the input of the mother-board, and reduce the level of the input tone to a level of about 1-5mW, or to the point where the PLL falls out of lock as indicated by the LED. The probe should now be moved to the output of the limiter, and the gain of the limiter adjusted until the

The mother-board showing the ‘piggy-backed’ applications boards. Left to right: sidetone switching module, AF sidetone generator, mixer.

*photos: H. Jaremco*
Complete CW Filter System

A complete CW filter system (see Fig. 6) can be built by using the mother-board previously described, to control the function of other "piggy-backed" application boards. As in most cases a PLL-derived CW filter has its advantages and disadvantages over more conventional tight filtering techniques in the IF strip of a receiver. Its chief advantage is its ability to pick out signals that are barely perceptible to the ear. The technique also produces interference and fade-free signals, which can be a great comfort if your main interest is in the popular QRP aspect of the hobby.

One disadvantage of this technique lies in the extremely narrow bandwidth achieved. If the station that you are receiving drifts more than a few Hertz away from the reference frequency, then the PLL will lose track of its lock, and the system will have to be re-adjusted in order to receive the station again. Of course drift does not only occur in the sending station, but may also occur in the reference oscillator itself; so far I have found that the reference oscillator is very stable indeed, and have had no problem caused by drift here.

There is also a finite limit to the speed at which the CW filter can lock-up onto fast CW sending. I have not experienced any difficulties at up to 30 w.p.m. but after this speed 'dits' tend to get lost. Note that I plan to decode RTTY signals straight off the lock detect line, so such a limitation is not imposed as the switching can be regarded as a digital-type signal.

Another feature of this application lies in its interface with the transceiver. Many audio add-on units need to be manually switched out prior to transmission in order to avoid the ghastly sound of RF breakthrough. In this project you would not be able to hear the CW sidetone generated by the rig, unless it happened to be running at the same frequency as the reference oscillator. For this reason the unit is switched out by a conventional by-pass relay, controlled remotely by the rig.

(to be concluded)
Table of Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1, R2</td>
<td>50Ω, 1/4-watt resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV1, RV2</td>
<td>10K potentiometer, 10K ganged potentiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1, C2</td>
<td>1 nF disc ceramic capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1, SK2</td>
<td>As required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D1, D2 = small signal type, see text
M1 to M3 = 100 µA to 1 mA f/s/d
S1 = single-pole, changeover toggle or rotary.

Building the Unit

The SWR meter can be considered as two units, the bridge that performs the measurements and a meter to indicate the results. The unit to be described uses PCB construction for the bridge and a full size layout is shown in Fig. 4. It is built on double-sided material and all leads should be kept as short as possible, especially those between whatever RF connectors are used and the board. If the unit is built in a diecast box, make the length of the board such that the pins of the connectors can be soldered straight to the through track, and soldering tags fitted under the connector fixing bolts should be soldered to the ground plane. If ‘N’ type sockets are used, and care taken in construction, the unit will work with fair accuracy to 23cm. The length of pickup line shown will be satisfactory for most uses. The sensitivity of the unit is proportional to the length of the sampling lines and the spacing between them and the main line, and it is essential that both sides of the bridge are identical. The diodes must be small, signal types and suitable for the frequency in use (OA91, GEX66, etc.). C1 and C2 may be disc ceramic, feedthrough or chip capacitors depending on the frequency range required.

The metering system is straightforward and may be built in the same box as the bridge or mounted remotely. It can be built in single or dual meter form as required.

The only check to be made on the completed meter is to confirm that the meter reads the same no matter which way round it is connected into the coax cable. This desirable state of affairs is rarely achieved in practice but it should be close.
Traps for Antennas Made from Tubing

One of the reasons that few constructors attempt to fabricate coaxial traps for incorporation into antennas made from tubing (i.e. verticals and beams) is that the conventional method of construction of these devices calls for the use of some precision engineering and involves the use of a lathe. This deters all but the most adventurous of our number. An alternative is to purchase the traps ready made, but the cost may be a deterrent plus the fact that traps for parasitic elements are not readily available.

With this state of affairs in mind the author set about simplifying the approach to the construction of suitable traps and offers two solutions, one of which uses discrete capacitors and the other which uses a true coaxial capacitor — without the need for precision engineering.

Using a Discrete Capacitor

The photograph (Fig. 1) shows an encapsulated trap, and it will be noted that part of the former used to mould the resin to the trap has been left in position. The former consists of a very heavy gauge ABS plastic tube and is sold as “threading quality” tube, which is thick enough to be threaded and yet still retain considerable strength — its use being in plumbing, both for liquids and pressurised gases. The point is that this material has adequate strength to enable it to be telescoped into tubes of suitable diameter and hence be usable with antennas of tubular construction. To ensure that the tube is permanently bonded to the encapsulating resin, its outer surface should be heavily scored in the central area where the resin is to be bonded; the author carries out this scoring by cutting several deep grooves into the tube with a hacksaw — this ensures that the resin can key-in effectively and make a permanent bond. It is also absolutely essential that when release agent is applied to other parts of the mould, none should come into contact with this area of the tube.

Since the cost of producing such traps is very low compared with the cost of a conventional coaxial trap, it is likely that more amateurs will give it a try (at least the author hopes so!), so it is considered that a little more information regarding the construction of suitable moulds and the process of encapsulation may prove helpful to some readers.

The purpose of the mould is simply to hold the resin in its required position whilst it is “polymerising”, during which process it changes from the liquid state to a solid. It is obvious that the shape of the completed casting will be identical to the shape of the mould itself, and fortunately a cylinder is a suitable shape for a completed trap — fortunately, because cylinders can be constructed from suitable sections of readily available plastic tubing. Metal tubes would be equally suitable but the author prefers to use plastic for several reasons:

(a) Some resins expand or contract slightly during the hardening process; plastic sections will flex under pressure and hence accommodate the change in size.

(b) Plastic tubes are more readily available, easier to cut and less expensive than metal tubes.

(c) Due to their flexibility, plastic moulds are easier to separate from the hardened resin than metal moulds.

The photograph (Fig. 2) shows details of the former and it can be seen that it consists of four sections — the small diameter, heavy gauge tube which will form a component part of the completed trap (note the scoring on its central area), a larger diameter tube which has been cut along its length to enable it to be opened up when required, and two identical rubber bushes. These latter items are constructed from large rubber bungs which are first sliced in half to reduce their thickness (this makes it simpler to slide them on and off the narrow tube and simpler to bore out the large hole in their centre) and then bored out with the appropriate diameter cork borer in order that they may be fitted over the small tube. Fig. 3 shows the components in their assembled form, with a trap in position ready for the resin to be introduced, and it will be
noted that the trap is actually held in position by the large plastic tube gripping the nuts on the two bolts at the ends of the trap. This also holds open the slit in the tube sufficiently to make an opening into which the resin may be poured. Note also that two wires protrude from the trap (one fastened to each end of the trap on the bolts that hold the coil and capacitor): these wires will be used to electrically connect the trap to the aluminium tubing when the device is incorporated into an antenna.

It is obvious that we wish the resin to adhere very strongly to the trap itself, and to the inner tube, in order to form a securely tube gripping the nuts on the two bolts at the ends of the trap. This would not use all the resin that we prepare because some of it will remain with resin - some of it is occupied by the trap itself; also we can - cm. However, not all of the space between the tubes will be filled free from grease and no special precautions are necessary other than to wipe them with an absorbent material — such as a piece of kitchen roll. In order to prevent the resin from adhering to the other mould sections, these components must be treated with a release agent. A release agent is simply a material that the resin can neither stick to nor chemically react with — the author uses silicon grease which may be obtained from some model shops and the better car accessory shops. The grease is liberally smeared onto those surfaces to which we do not want the resin to stick (making absolutely sure that having got the stuff on our fingers we do not inadvertently transfer some of it to the areas where the resin should stick!).

Having assembled the mould (with the trap in place) and applied the release agent to the appropriate places, we are ready to introduce the resin, but prior to mixing this material with the catalyst (or hardener as it is sometimes called) we need to make some sort of estimate of the likely volume of resin to prepare, since resins are expensive and it is annoying to make up considerably more than we actually need. The calculation is quite simple and an example should illustrate the method. Assume that we have made a mould with a small tube of 2.5cm. outside diameter and a large tube of 5.0cm. inside diameter, and that the distance between the inside faces of the rubber end bushes is 8.0cm. The volume of a cylinder is given by the expression —

\[ \text{Volume} = \pi r^2 l, \text{where } r = \text{radius of cylinder and } l = \text{length} \]

Thus, small tube volume = \( \pi \times 1.25^2 \times 8 = 39.3 \text{ cu. cm.} \), and large tube volume = \( \pi \times 2.50^2 \times 8 = 157.1 \text{ cu. cm.} \).

The volume between the two tubes is thus the volume of the large tube minus the volume of the small tube — i.e. 157 - 39 = 118 cu. cm. However, not all of the space between the tubes will be filled with resin — some of it is occupied by the trap itself; also we cannot use all the resin that we prepare because some of it will remain inside the container in which we mix up the resin and the catalyst. For the example quoted, the author would mix 100 cu. cm. of resin and for the purpose of actually measuring volumes he makes use of a glass measuring cylinder — these may be obtained from home brewing shops (‘home brewing’ here refers to the fermentation of the frothy stuff, not the manufacture of our own gear!). It will be found convenient to use a glass beaker for mixing the resin and catalyst, since it is possible to see the material as it is mixed and hence ensure that the catalyst is evenly dispersed throughout the resin. Any convenient implement may be used for the mixing and the author uses a glass rod (after which comment many readers will have accurately guessed that G3XAP’s profession is that of chemist!).

Fig. 4 shows the cylinder, glass rod and beaker in which can be seen a mix of resin plus catalyst, whilst Fig. 5 depicts the actual pouring of the resin into the mould. Note that the mould is held in an inclined position — this is to ensure that a large air bubble does not form around the area where the capacitor is located. As the resin reaches the top of the mould, the raised end of the assembly is gradually lowered whilst the resin is still being poured — finishing up in a horizontal position just as the mould becomes full. Note also that G3XAP is wearing disposable plastic gloves in order to prevent the resin making contact with the skin — it can
not be overstressed that many catalysts and some resins are harmful through skin absorption and the utmost care must be exercised during their use. Goggles should also be worn and all handling should be conducted in as large and well ventilated room as possible, since some resin compounds give off harmful fumes.

After the mould has been filled and stood in a stable, horizontal position while the resin hardens, and while still wearing the rubber gloves, wipe the glass rod and the inside of the beaker with kitchen roll in order to remove as much of the remaining resin as possible; this will enable these implements to be re-used. Once the resin has hardened it is no longer toxic and may be handled quite safely with the hands. The time required for a resin to harden depends on many factors such as the particular resin and catalyst used, the proportion of catalyst added to the resin, the ambient temperature, etc. To be safe the author would recommend leaving for 24 hours prior to removal from the mould. On removing the trap from the mould it will be found that the resin is covered with the greasy release agent and this can be removed by wiping with a piece of kitchen roll.

The completed trap can now be fastened to lengths of appropriate aluminium tube ready for incorporation into an antenna, and Fig. 6 shows the manner in which this may be carried out. The bolt head, wire, nut and the junction between the plastic and aluminium tubes should be waterproofed and this can be carried out by applying a liberal coating of enamel paint such as that used for painting plastic models, or alternatively a more effective (and more costly) method is to use a silicon sealant such as that made by Dow Corning for use in sealing around the edges of kitchen sinks, etc. This material is readily available at D.I.Y. shops, but is a little on the expensive side!

Earlier in this series the author stated that the resonant frequency of a trap changes as the trap is completely encapsulated in the manner described above, and suggested that a prototype be made in order to determine the exact extent of the frequency change — the final matched pair of traps should then be resonated with this change in mind. An example from the G3XAP records shows that a trap originally resonated at 7.05 MHz had moved to 7.18 MHz after encapsulation in an epoxy resin. The matched pair were therefore resonated at 6.92 MHz and after encapsulation it was found that their final frequency was 7.04 MHz, which was considered acceptably close to the required 7.05 MHz. It will also be found that the practice gained in using resins and moulds on a prototype device will enable the experimenter to proceed with rather more confidence when it comes to constructing the matched pair.

One other point to note is that because the actual ratio of resin-to-catalyst will vary slightly from one mix to the next, the author prefers to use two moulds and to encapsulate his traps in pairs after mixing up sufficient resin to fill both moulds — in this way the two traps in a pair are more "similar" than if each is encapsulated in a separate mix of resin. It is up to the reader to decide whether he wishes to work in this manner or to use a single mould — the author cannot say how the electrical properties of resin vary from one mix to another, but would concede that differences are likely to be small.

Coaxial Traps — An Alternative Approach

In Part 2 of this series coaxial traps were discussed, with particular reference to a design by T. L. Sadler, G3VMC, which produces superb traps. However, many readers are deterred from constructing traps of this type due to the requirement for lathe work and the possible expense of this. The author feels that the approach discussed above using discrete capacitors provides a good alternative, but feels that, as simple an operation as it is, the need for encapsulation with chemicals which are slightly hazardous and in particular the requirement for making suitable moulds, etc., may still prove to be a deterrent to some would-be
The idea is to use two lengths of concentric (coaxial) tubing as usual, but instead of using bushes of suitable dielectric material at the ends to separate them, the dielectric consists of a length of flexible tubing of appropriate material, the effective capacitance being determined by the degree of overlap of the two metal tubes. Since the dielectric tube runs down the full length of the trap, it is not possible to site the coil within the trap — it is therefore sited outside! A diagrammatic representation of the trap is given in Fig. 7. Close inspection of the diagram shows that the narrower of the coaxial tubes ends within the trap body, but this tube is joined by means of a plastic insert to a length of identical tube which protrudes from the other end of the trap. Although not shown in the diagram, self tapping screws hold the insert steady inside the two tubes — the heads of these screws being filed down flush with the metal tubes to give a smooth surface capable of fitting inside the flexible dielectric. The trap is made up exactly as the diagram shows except that the clamping nut and bolt and the shorting wire are not yet added. The inner and outer concentric tubes are temporarily shorted out with a length of heavy gauge wire which has a large crocodile clip at each end — the clips being clamped round the tubes. The trap is tuned by sliding the inner tube in or out of the outer tube plus dielectric — i.e. increasing or decreasing the effective capacitance. The actual test set-up for trap tuning has been discussed earlier in this series and will not, therefore, be detailed here.

The dielectric used in this design is a length of flexible PVC tubing, the specification for which gives an inside diameter of 15.9mm and an outside diameter of 22.3mm, and this forms a tight fit between 3/4-inch o.d. tubing and 1-inch o.d. 18 s.w.g. tubing (effective diameters 15.875 and 22.962mm respectively). This tubing is only available from specialist outlets and may cause problems to prospective purchasers — the author can only suggest that they try suppliers of laboratory apparatus.

The capacitance of the trap can be calculated from the formula given earlier in this series, and taking the dielectric constant of PVC as 3.0, it can be shown that the capacitance per inch of overlap of the tubes is around 9pF. Thus a trap for 7 MHz could be constructed with a capacitance of around 50pF which implies an effective length of capacitor of about 5 to 6 inches. An appropriate coil would have to have an inductance of about 10µH and suitable dimensions for this coil can be calculated from the formula:

\[ L = \frac{(N \times r)^2}{9r + 10L} \]

where \( N \) = number of turns

\( r \) = mean radius of coil

\( L \) = length of winding

If we had an effective capacitance of 50pF and wished to resonate the trap at 7 MHz, we could wind the coil with a diameter of 2 inches and a winding length of 4 inches — we would then achieve the desired 10µH by winding 22 turns.

\[ L = \frac{(22 \times 1)^2}{9 + 40} = 9.9\mu H \]

This approach does have some disadvantages, the first of which is that with self-supporting coils of the type shown in Fig. 8 it is not easy to ensure that a pair of coils will be identical, and although this is obviously unimportant with antennas which only use one trap at a certain frequency (e.g. verticals) it becomes important with symmetrical antennas of the Yagi type or with vertical dipoles. However, with practice, a good degree of reproducibility can be achieved and the author “prewinds” these coils with 14 s.w.g. hard-drawn copper wire on a 2-inch diameter plastic tube. By winding with adjacent turns touching, it is possible to ensure that one coil is wound in an identical manner to the next — experimentation will lead to a high degree of proficiency. Secondly, such coils are obviously far more prone to become distorted or damaged if they are allowed to come into contact with other objects; however if they are treated with care and common sense, this should not be a severe difficulty.

Finally comes the problem of the weather and the effect of ice, snow and rain, etc. In fact, all one can do here is to give the coil a coat of polyurethane varnish and to treat the ends of the tubes, and the nuts and bolts, etc., with the silicon sealant mentioned earlier, and in practice it will be found that the traps are then relatively unaffected by weather (the author has yet to see one in an iced-up condition).

**Conclusion**

It is hoped that this series will have shown readers that there is nothing complex in the construction of traps or of antennas using them.

In order to make trapped antenna construction even simpler, the author is prepared to provide matched capacitors at a low cost and also the threaded coil formers. Interested readers are invited to write to:— A. P. Ashton, G3XAP, 30 Ford View Road, Stowmarket, Suffolk IP14 2BL.

In Part 1 of this series (February issue) the formula for frequency on page 623 should have been, of course, \[ f = \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{LC}} \]

Photographs for this series were taken by S. Robinson, G4HFJ.
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2m base station for the eighties, 25w O/P, 32 memories, scanning, 10/100Hz auto shift tuning rates + (as options) voice frequency synthesiser, internal 12V psu, GaAS FET preamp.

£629 WITH
ICSM6 ELECTRET
BASE STATION MIC
OR
AG20 INTERNAL
GaAS FET ICOM
PREAMP

HOW LOW CAN WE GO!

YAESU FT790R
Portable microprocessor controlled UHF 70cm multimode. Fast becoming as popular as its 2m brother the FT290R–the FT790R has the same major features. Power output is 1 watt, but includes a speech processor.

£249
EXTRA-SPECIAL OFFER
YAESU FT790R
PLUS
30W 70CM AMPLIFIER
ELH 730 G
WORTH £114.95
ALL FOR ONLY
£299

PERFECT TIMING

ICOM ICR71
The latest superior grade receiver, with keyboard entry, 32 tunable memories, three rates of tuning + (as options) infra red remote, F.M., voice frequency synthesiser, additional filters.

£649 WITH
AT 1000
AERIAL TUNING KIT

REACH FOR THE SKY

YAESU FT726R
Multiband base station transceiver. Just compare the following features:

£739 INCL
MUTEK PRE-AMP

EXTRA-SPECIAL OFFER
FT726R WITH 70cm CARD FITTED £989–WITH DUPLEXER/SATELLITE MODULE WORTH £95!!

ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS
OFFERS FROM A.R.E.

WORLD BEATER

YAESU FT290R
The design team on this one at YAESU definitely deserve full marks—probably the best selling 2m multimode in the world.

£269 WITH MUTEK BOARD (LIST PRICE £296)

MORE FOR LESS

YAESU FT708R
Compact synthesised 70cm, hand held, minimum 1 Watt O/P, scanning/memories, full 10MHz coverage.

£179 WITH NC9C CHARGER!!

R.U. SERIOUS?

ICOM IC745
H.F. transceiver/gen. coverage receiver. The IC740 was, and still is, popular—the introduction of the IC745 with its additional features makes it our recommendation for the serious H.F. operator.

£839 WITH FREE ICSM6 BASE STATION MIC AND ICEX242 FM MODULE—WORTH £67!!

THE ULTIMATE

YAESU FT757GX
Compact—dual VFO’s—general coverage—100W O/P. What more can we say, except...

If you haven’t already heard or seen one, then you also probably think that Bobby Charlton still plays football for England!

£685 WITH FREE AERIAL TUNING KIT

LONDON ONLY · NEW OPENING HOURS: STARTING MAY 1st
MONDAYS—closed · WEDNESDAYS—open · THURSDAYS—late night
FULL DETAILS: TUES, WED, FRI 9.30-5.30 · THURS 9.30-6.30 · SAT 9.30-5.00

LONDON: 373 UXBRIDGE ROAD, ACTON, LONDON W3 9RH, Tel: 01-992 5765/6
NORTHERN: 38 BRIDGE STREET, EARLESTOWN, NEWTON LE WILLOWS, MERSEYSIDE WA12 9BA, Tel: 092 52 29881

AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE LTD
T at the time of writing I am still coming to terms with the fact that I heard a signal on 104 kHz for the first time in years — just when the NEC Exhibition — and the entertainment meted out by the Top Band section of the G-3QR Club. Regular contributor G3RJV was at the bottom of much of it, helped by GM30XX, G4BUE, G3VTT and G3ROO. And when it all became a bit fierce for this old greybeard, G4UK offered me safety, peace and blessed slumber, not to mention feeding me and amusing me in the direction of the Exhibition next morning. Thanks to all for a wonderful weekend — and thanks to all those who came to the Short Wave Magazine stand and chatted about DX, about the Magazine, and lots of other interesting things.

Ten for Starters

G3NOF (Yeovil) reports that he found the band patchy, with long periods of silence; in the mornings some signals from USSR appeared, and Africans in the early afternoon, South Americans in the evenings and the odd YC around 1500z. The odd East Coast American was to be heard at various times to as late as 2000z. Don made SSB contacts with FM7WD, FM0FJD, FY7AN, J28EB, VP2VA, ZC4GO, ZSIP, 5B4DN and 5Z4DJ, plus the East Coast W's. G3BDQ (Hastings) has been doing some QRP-ish operating while testing aerials; Ten produced SSB contacts with UA6, IK0, V6K1H and JY9CL.

Now we come to G4HZW (Knutsford) who found his activities this month limited by ornithological interests. Tony found the band open to Africa on most days, and on many evenings to South America, but the VK and ZL beacons were never heard over the long path despite careful listening. The best day was April 21. Overall, 4S7PV, CE8EAC, CN8EJ, CP8HD, CX6BBJ, F88WJ (Crotos Is.) for an all-time new one, HLOU, P29AF who was RS58 with 60 watts to a G5RV, S83H, TR8DR, UA2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, ZPOMJO, ZP5LOY, ZS3GB and ZS6BYK. The rig as ever was the TS-820 and the aerial a two-element Quad.

G2BON (Aldridge) used his G5RV aerial at 30 feet, plus IC-740 prime mover, to work SSB to VU2DQP, A92NH, YC0DOP and FB8WJ.

Since G6QQ (Hoveton) came back to amateur radio in March last year after a lay-off going back to pre-war days, David has worked 148 countries and has already 104 confirmed. On Ten — as on the other bands — activity was down this month, partly because of a long holiday and then, when he returned the warm weather set him to 'operate' in the garden; nonetheless Ten saw contacts with EA8ALE, ZS5MY, LU1HPEF, LU9BDA, UP2BDN, UP2MCL, UR2DL, UR2BGJ, RQ2FGO, SM0MIL, OH5AD, PT2CP, FRV/P/TK (Corsica), 10HC, LU2FDR and a CW contact with PP2BT.

Just in time to miss the bus last time around was G40BK (Chorley); Phil was active as G80PAC, celebrating 30 years of Preston Automobile Club on International Amateur Radio Day. This was real economy of effort, two celebrations in one! G40BK used CW to work 3B8FK, LU6EF, PYs, TX4GL, and found that when he did look the band was good but there wasn't the time to comb it through.

Top Band

This band has now gone into its summer hibernation; what a change from a couple of decades ago when we could rely on the summer being filled in by all sorts of DX activity from the rare parts of the country, and people going to these places to activate them for fun — great days. Now of course there's not a lot of local activity, and most of the regulars concentrate on the 'real' DX.

G40BK (Chorley) used his Morse key to get at 4X4N1 (twice), K1NA, EA9KF, ELOE/MM, IV3DYN, OE8AJK/2, K2BU, WB3ECG, AA1K, plus an interesting QRP contact with G4OEC in Bridgwater — the latter running 700 milliwatts input for a 180-mile path and his best DX so far.

G4AAW (Maidstone) needs South America for a WAC on the band and last month had two half-QSOs with Rolf, PY1RO! Not content with that Peter drove past the end of my road, bearing a sixty-gallon galvanised water tank which he gave to G4AKY for his earth system — if I had known about that there would have been a road block in operation and a digger at the ready! Peter, apart from encouraging G4AAK back on to the air for the past couple of years, has just celebrated fifty years with the call — he's still quite keen on the 'professional loafer' status he has just assumed, but he did find the time to go up to the shack and work PA0PN — who has just celebrated fifty years with the call — on SSB, plus the odd CW contact such as OH0BA, K1MM/ISO and XYL KA1ESR/ISO, 13LDS, ON5NT/IT8 and IV3DN.

"CXDN" deadlines for the next three months:

July issue — June 7th
August issue — July 5th
September issue — August 9th

Please be sure to note these dates

Odds and Ends

Culled from many sources, including The DX Bulletin, DX News Sheet, your letters, and of course our old friend W1WY who always sends us a copy of his Contest Calendar; he notes with some joy that the various efforts put into persuading the Guinness Book of Records to include the late KV4AA's score of contacts per year have at last borne fruit. Our thanks to all who helped.

We have an interesting letter from a group calling itself the 934 MHz Club UK, K1ZM, the two abortive tries at PY1RO, VE1Z2, LA5VAA/OY, UL7MAN, I1ONZ, 10KHP and 3A2GL, plus a load of smaller fry.

G3BDQ as already remarked has been working on his aerial and earth system — and now the aluminium greenhouse is part of the arrangement! John notes how well G4AAW has been doing on Top Band and sketches out Peter's set-up of 35 feet upwards from the shack, about 100 feet along the top and forty feet vertically down to an earth at the far end. An interesting arrangement, and unorthodox, which, as G3BDQ remarks, works! For John himself, the season is over for Top Band, but his Good Fairy did a bit of overtime for him... on April 8 a look-see revealed K1MM/ISO for a new one who was promptly put in the bag — the first Sardinian station on Top Band possibly and only there for three days. Then on April 30, G3BDQ was moved to tune up, just to check all was well, and he immediately tripped over 3A2GL for another one!

G2HKU is still quite keen on the 'professional loafer' status he has just assumed, but he did find the time to go up to the shack and work PA0PN — who has just celebrated fifty years with the call — on SSB, plus the odd CW contact such as OH0BA, K1MM/ISO and his XYL KA1ESR/ISO, 13LDS, ON5NT/IT8 and IV3DN.

Please be sure to note these dates
who aim to encourage the use of 934 MHz CB, and to look after the users' interests with regard to the authorities; and to run a regular magazine, QSL bureau, and supplies such as log books and so forth. In fact an attempt at making sure that 934 MHz CB becomes a model, not only to CB-ers on 27 MHz, but also perhaps to many amateurs. We commend the idea to you and give the contact address: Mrs. Glenys Anthony, Box 424, Chelmsford, Essex CM6 3UR.

G6NUO wrote some time ago wondering about the validity of the W6LAS/SVA station he heard on Twenty back in April 1983; now he has received a QSL via the Bureau from that station acknowledging his reception report; but we don't know whether Gus' operation from there was in fact accepted by the DXCC people. And talking about Mount Athos, SM0AGD tried for a permit but was turned down; it is being implied that the current governing council is somewhat anti-amateur radio, and no licence is likely unless and until an election produces a shift of the power balance.

By the time this reaches you the IS2CK Spratly operation may have come and gone — it went into a hold condition just after the last CDXN was completed.

On the front page of the latest copy of The DX Bulletin we have a report that XU1SS is off the air, it having been overrun by Vietnamese Army invaders.

Turning to the Clipperton Is. we hear that the group who came unstocked recently in a very serious attempt to mount an expedition there are still in the business and planning a second باشیم — we hope this time they can beat the odds. An interesting new one noted from DXNS was HS1MG, giving his QSL address as GPO2199, Bangkok.

That BV0AA DX-pedition made some 12500 QSOs, with only two operators, one having dropped out. This should ease matters a little for the JA chaps who are expected to appear either this month or in July.

With regard to the activities of G8GRN/5X. It seems, from DXNS's researches, that Jim is unlicensed while he is working for the U.N. refugee organisation. G4CTQ will pass on the cards to him, but it is considered to be highly unlikely anyone will get a reply, and even less likely it will be a counter for DXCC.

All the arguments over the Pribilof Is. being made a valid country for DXCC seem to have reached (for the moment) a stalemate; the DXAC will now go through the whole business of a retrial, as the last one ended in a dead heat — eight for and eight against.

Do you use WWV's propagation information? It would seem that a target of the Reagan administration's budget cuts is to remove this information from the WWV output. If you object, it is suggested you write your howl of protest to: Harold Leinback, Acting Director, Space Environment Lab., NOAA, 325 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80303, U.S.A.

We have received a note of the SEANET World Wide DX Contest for 1984; the CW contest runs from 0001z on Saturday, July 21, to 2359z on the Sunday, while the Phone leg begins at 0001z on August 18 to 2359z August 19, all bands 160-10 metres. The categories are single-band single operator, multi-band single operator and a multi-multi category for the groups. Power input to be within the licence conditions of the operator, and the call "CQ SEA" on CW, and "CQ SEATEST" on Phone. The exchange is RS(T) plus three-digit serial number starting at 001. For stations outside the SEANET area, QSOs with DU, HS, YL, 9M2, 9M6, 9M8, 9V1 and V85 score 20 points per QSO on 160m., 10 points on 80 and 40m., and 4 points on the 20/15/10 metre bands. Contacts with other stations in the SEANET area outside those just mentioned, half these points; contacts between stations outside SEANET area don't count. There is a multiplier of three points for each SEANET country worked. All entries, logs, summary sheets to be received by the Contest Manager, Eshee, 9M2FK, PO Box 13, Penang, Malaysia, not later than October 31, 1984. Results will be announced at the SEANET Convention; if you want a copy of the results, include some IRCs with your entry.

The Phone leg of the All-Asian contest comes up on June 16-17, times as for the SEANET affair. Essentially you are out to work Asian stations. Exchange RST plus operator's age if an OM, YLs give their age as 00 (don't think I quite approve of that!). Score 3 for a Top Band contact, 2 for a 3.5 MHz contact and 1 point for a contact on any other band; the multiplier will be the number of Asian prefixes worked according to the CQ WPX list. Note that JD1s on Ogasawara are in Asia, but JD1s on Minami Torishima are in Oceania. Logs to be received no later than September 30 for the Phone section, and for the CW section over the weekend August 25/26 you have to get them in by November 30, addressed to JARL Contest Committee, PO Box 377, Tokyo, Japan.

Twente

Regardless of whether you like the band or not, 14 MHz is where the DX is workable through thick and thin — it may be easier at times on 21 or 28 MHz but it's far less certain!

G3BDQ, in the course of his testing of aerials, found TA1MO and 4U1VIC on SSB, with a CW contact with 4S7NS just to keep his hand in.

G2HKU managed his regular ZL SSB skeds with ZL3RS and ZL3FV most of the time, but on occasion they were a complete washout. CW found UK0QBC, DL7HZ/1M0, VK2EO and UK8JAA.

G3NOF has only been on during the morning sessions on this band, but he did manage one QSO with VK2EBX in
Yeoval, the sister town of G3NOF's own Yeovil; otherwise it was SSB to FM77W, IP9IARU, IP4FGM (Morcan Memorial Station), KA91BG/ PJ4 (Bonaire), JY9AA, KL7XO, OH0BA, V85GF (= VS5), VET7DRO/8, and VKs including VK9NS, VR6TC, XE1VIC, ZB2EO, ZL3QNT, ZL4AF and ZL8AFH.

Twenty for G2BON included such as V1YC(W) (Yukon), J9YTS, UH19HCB, UJ12P, TW2AK, CE6AE (Easter Is.), VU2RAD, KL7XO, Y11BDG, KH6DLW, 9V1YP and YN1F.

On Twenty, G6QQ worked CW to OX3UD for a new country, plus SSB to VK5YH, VK3DN, ZL1IV, ZP3HEB, VK3AFO, KH6PK, W6IEV and VK2LX.

It was a quiet month in some ways for G4SXE; the first couple of weeks were well occupied building the "Acme Foolproof" 20m. transmitter featured in the October 1983 issue of S WM, for which all the bits and pieces were bought at a car boot sale. G6QXJ got his rig up and running in time to QRV on 144 MHz during the aerial trials, to latch on to VK3VJ. This last was the subject of an odd coincidence: Ted was able to tell VK3VJ the rig details from 36 years ago, much to the VK's surprise and no doubt pleasure!

On his long-wire, G4OBK pulled in JA2UJ and K8GLL. Here we have four brief reports this time. First one in the pile is that from G2HKU, who latched on to VK5YH and VK3VJ. This last was the subject of an odd coincidence: Ted was able to tell VK3VJ the rig details from 36 years ago, much to the VK's surprise and no doubt pleasure!

The New Bands

Here we have four brief reports this time. First one in the pile is that from G2HKU, who latched on to VK5YH and VK3VJ. This last was the subject of an odd coincidence: Ted was able to tell VK3VJ the rig details from 36 years ago, much to the VK's surprise and no doubt pleasure!

Fifteen

Not a lot of reports, and not much observation of the band by yours truly, for reasons already mentioned. G3BDQ noted just one contact—a 21 MHz SSB one with J3ES in Grenada, for which a large pile-up had to be waded through.

G3NOF noted the band as being dead at times; there were a few long-path openings to VK and ZL in the mornings around 0800, but the North Americans have been about between 1100 and 2000, with only a few openings to the West during the afternoons and evenings, the order generally being JA, VU, AP, VK and finishing off with ZL4AW. Not a lot of reports, and not much activity on Forty.

Eighty and Forty

G2BON, of course, stuck to SSB and his G5RV, which yielded him, on Eighty, the following QSOs: G1CHD, G7US, KA2UR, KL7XO, Y11BDG, KH6DLW, 9V1YP and YN1F. Those were the only Pacific station noted was AH2AV. South Americans were about between 1100 and 2000, but the North Americans have been poor, with only a few openings to the West Coast. Africans were noted between 1500-1800z. SSB contacts were made with A92P, AH12V, AP2MQ, C53EK, C53FG, CT2AX, DU7VEY, F6GNS/ TU, FM7BH, H80CJB, HJ1HJ, HL1AJJ, HL1EPQ, HL1QO, HL0YJ, J73CJB, JAs, JE3PUM/MM, JT1A0, JY8CQ, K6AXC, K6K6A, K6BFX/H18, KB7UD (Okotoks), KT7V (Wyoming), ODSAS, OE8HFL/YK, S83H, TAA1UA, TR51G, UT1U, UT1Uz (= UT2UW), UT1BS, U18AFK, U1J81KO, U8MBMK, VK3LNS, VK4BFO, VK7KG, V56CP, V56CT, WA8AP/V2M, W3DYP/DV2, YK3CHEW, YP1MFPE, YC6V, Y11BDG, YU3TCQ/MM, in the Arabian Gulf, Z21AO, Z21FO, Z21JU, ZC4ESB, ZD7CW, ZD8RZ, ZD9BV, ZD9CA, ZS1AAJ ZS1AAQ, ZS2RJ, ZS4S, ZS6BZH, ZP5LX, 3D6AJ, 457DA, 5B4NG, 5N6CJR, 5N8BAV, 8P6CC, 8R8AL, 65K9, 9J2BO, 9J2WS, 9K2BE and 9M2AR.

We turn now to G2BON; Tom connected with UM8MKF, ECOHR, PT7ACZ, TR81G, U9Z (an expedition to the Altai Mountains, some 220km. from the Mongolian border), VU2REC, VU2VSA, HR3JJR and LU3AJW. Finally on this band we look at the efforts of G5QQ, who managed W2CB1, VE3JF, VK2EQ, KA2HKO, WS3CR, WZ8NN, K8Y1E, KG8K, WA8TGA, JA2VPO, JF6JIP, HL1ASN, DU7EY, PY2AJP, NN5E, JH76BC, W0UYD, W0WYD, Y1R8R for a new one, and ZL2B1X on SSB; plus CW to JA8AMK, JA2UJ and K8GLL.

Odd Jottings

G4ROA asks if any reader knows of a fax machine for sale as he is interested in receiving weather maps via radio. G4LZD asks if anyone has a Sinclair Spectrum etc., to:- "VHF Bands", SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ. Meantime, happy lawnmowing and aerial-farming!
The Assessment of Local Windspeeds
A VITAL CONSIDERATION FOR THE WOULD-BE TOWER BUYER
D. J. REYNOLDS, G3ZPF

Flimsy Whimsies

The aerial system is often the "poor relation" of an amateur's station, and this not only applies to the RF efficiency, but also in some instances to the safety standards. This is particularly so when looking at the scores of CB aerials which have been erected. Whilst some of them seem to have been designed more for aesthetic appeal than for RF performance, the one thing that most of them have in common is a flimsy standard of construction, which inevitably means a short lifespan. Before readers laugh too loudly, it is worth remembering that a number of amateurs with commercial beams and towers have also found an expensive pile of twisted scrap at the foot of their gardens following a storm, and whilst the consequences of a wire aerial collapsing are unlikely to be serious, the demise of a substantial beam and tower will very likely mean damage to property or persons, so it is obviously essential that a "most safe" criterion be adopted in their design and construction.

Rush-Out-and-Buy-One

The major load applied to amateur tower and beam installations will generally be from wind forces, rather than the self-weight of the set-up, but anyone contemplating the purchase of such an arrangement may well be confused by the apparently conflicting claims in the advertisements. Such confusion seems to have arisen from the significant variation in wind forces across the country generally, coupled with local site conditions which magnify the problem even further. This puts the makers of the tower in a somewhat invidious position, since to design for the worst possible case, in the worst possible place would make the tower extremely expensive, as it would be vastly over-designed for most of the country. Cutting down the design too far results in the resultant loss of sales.

After a series of advertising claims and counter-claims between two of the major retailers of towers, some time ago, things now seem to have settled down to the "ring us, and we'll let you know" approach, rather than a bald statement of a headload for a given windspeed. Whilst this is actually the correct approach to take, the author admits to being somewhat surprised at the number of instances where amateurs just buy (or build) a tower, vertical, or 3-ele. tri-bander, without considering if its strength will be adequate for their particular application, although in fairness, few (if any) advertisements quote any figures, which will inevitably lead readers to assume that they will be adequate anywhere. Often the choice will be made on the basis of what a friend has successfully used for some time, but this approach, too, has its pitfalls, particularly when the stations are considerable distances apart.

The Need to Know

In the few instances where safe loads for commercial towers and aerials are quoted, they often consist of a permissible headload at a given windspeed for towers, and a windload for a given wind speed for the aerials, although very occasionally a maximum survival velocity will be given for the aerial as well. This is all well and good providing that the buyer is aware what windspeed is appropriate to his circumstances. Given the fact that few amateurs realise the variations which can occur, and the fact that even those who do will usually underestimate the power of the wind, this article will attempt to give a reasonable estimate of windspeeds for all situations. It must be stated at this point, however, that the analysis has been simplified to make it as digestible as possible, and whilst the differences between this simplified approach and a more exact calculation may not be too great for smaller installations, those amateurs who are fortunate enough to be contemplating a monster set-up must seek the detailed advice of the suppliers of their equipment.

A Code of Practice

The British Standard Code of Practice which covers wind loading on structures is referred to as "CP3: chapter 5: Part 2". It is a fairly lengthy document, since it covers wind loading on all manner of structures, but fortunately for the subject in hand, its contents can be greatly condensed, to make it understandable to those who are not professionally involved with structural engineering. The map and graphs which follow, have been derived from information contained within the Code of Practice.

The first step in the process is to determine the Basic wind speed appropriate to the area, which may be obtained from Fig. 1; this also gives a conversion from metres/sec. to miles /hour. The values on the map give the maximum three second gust speed at 10m. (33') above ground in an open situation, that is likely to be exceeded on average only once in 50 years, in the area under consideration. Readers may care to note that Appendix B in the Code of Practice shows how these speeds were estimated, and gives the statistical basis for selecting the three second gust speed for design purposes. Cynics would remark that Murphy's Law dictates that the "once in 50 years" occurs the day after the aerial is erected.

The basic windspeed is then multiplied by a Topography Factor, since figures from the map apply only to open, level country, with no obstructions. The topography factor takes account of local variations; see Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topography</th>
<th>Topography Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very exposed hill slopes and crests, where acceleration of the wind is known to occur.</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steep sided, enclosed valleys, which are sheltered from all winds</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other cases</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

After the basic wind speed has been multiplied by the topography factor, the resulting answer is multiplied by the Ground Roughness and Height Factor, to give the final answer, referred to as the Design wind speed. Fig. 2 gives the values for the
MAP OF UNITED KINGDOM SHOWING BASIC WIND SPEED IN m/s
Maximum gust speed likely to be exceeded on the average only once in 50 years at 10m above the ground in open level country.

Lines are drawn at 2 m/s intervals.

Fig. 1. Basic wind speed
ground roughness and height factor, and the various lines on the graph are appropriate to the following situations.

1) This line applies to long expanses of open country, which is either level, or very nearly so, and which contains no natural shelter. Examples would be flat coastal areas, fens, airfields, grassland, moorland, or farmland without hedges or walls around the fields.

2) For QTH’s in flat or undulating country, having walls or hedges around fields, and with scattered windbreaks of trees and the occasional building. This would apply to most farmland and country estates, excepting those which are well wooded.

3) Applicable in areas covered by frequent, large, obstructions, such as well wooded parkland, forest areas, towns and their suburbs, and the outskirts of large cities.

4) This category covers only the centres of large towns and cities, where buildings are not only high, but are fairly close together.

**So Now You Know**

From the above information it should be fairly easy to arrive at a reasonable estimate of the design windspeed for a particular QTH. Armed with this information it will be possible to form a shortlist of products which seem adequate, before seeking further advice. Use of the various factors and categories should be accompanied with a large helping of common sense, since they are intended to apply to structures in general. A value of 0.9 for the topography factor, for example, though possible for a building, would imply an aerial so totally enclosed by surrounding high ground, that very little would ever be heard. The city centre values of the ground roughness and height factor should be used with care too, since although a building erected in a city would undoubtedly be partly shielded, a tower and beam on the roof of a tall tower block most certainly would not. Similarly a trap vertical mounted at ground level in a garden on a housing estate will not be subjected to such onerous wind forces as one on a rooftop.

**Proceed with Caution**

Many towers are capable of being cranked down or tilted over, and this, coupled with the fact that amateur-radio installations will not be in continuous use, can lead to economies in design if the chore of having to wind down the aerial in inclement weather is acceptable. Such methods should be used with care, however, and strain gauges or anemometers on the mast, coupled to an alarm in the shack would be essential, in case the enthusiasm of battling the elements is not maintained, then the arrangement will weaken, and ultimately fail. Set-ups with high factors of safety designed-in will stand longer periods of neglect than a design which is barely adequate, but will cost considerably more at the outset.

It is worth remembering that aerial installations can have a major impact on the attitudes of neighbours, who are unlikely to view them through the rosy glow that the owners do. The image that it presents to them will colour their opinions towards the hobby in general, and whilst they may not appreciate the intrusion on the local skyline, a soundly constructed and maintained appearance will help allay fears for their personal safety, and possibly soften their reactions to any subsequent BCI/TVI. One thing that is certain though, is that a “rag bag” set-up which collapses occasionally, or sways excessively in high winds, will poison relationships and may well result in litigation.

**In Conclusion**

This article will primarily be of interest to amateurs contemplating the purchase of a commercially designed tower or aerial. For those who prefer to build their own, the conversion of windspeeds to loading cases on masts and towers is a convoluted topic, beyond the scope of this article, but which could well provide the subject matter of a further article. The author will be glad to answer enquiries of a general nature, on receipt of an s.a.e. but for specific, detailed solutions, the variability of the problem dictates that readers seek professional advice from the makers of the equipment of their choice.
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July issue due to appear on Friday, June 29th
**A 36:1 Reduction Drive with Indicator Scale**

**INEXPENSIVE AND EASY TO MAKE**

S. NIEWIADOMSKI, M.Sc.

---

**Introduction**

DESPITE the advent of varicap diodes whose capacitance is controlled by applying a variable DC voltage across the diode, the most stable oscillators still use high quality air-spaced variable capacitors as the tuning element. The C804 range of capacitors manufactured by Jackson Brothers is commonly used in amateur equipment such as receivers and transceivers. These capacitors have a rotation of 180° for a full capacitance swing and so some type of reduction mechanism is generally needed between the tuning knob and the capacitor shaft to give a reasonable tuning rate. Slow-motion drives provide a popular and simple way of obtaining this reduction.

Jackson also manufacture a range of slow-motion drives; the cheapest, easily available drive has a reduction ratio of approximately 6:1. In fact, this 6:1 drive is available in a number of versions: the 4511 has a single fixing aperture; the 4511/DA has double fixing apertures; the 4511/F has a single fixing aperture and a flange to which a dial can be attached; and finally the 4511/DAF has double fixing apertures and a flange.

Another mechanism available from Jackson is the 4511/DRF, which has a forward reduction ratio of 6:1 and a reverse reduction of 30:1. This drive has a flange onto which a dial can be fitted, but it is not easily obtainable by the amateur.

To tune 300 kHz of the 80m. band (3.5 MHz to 3.8 MHz) a 6:1 reduction drive would give a tuning rate of 100 kHz per knob revolution. This tuning rate is too fast to easily tune SSB signals and a fine tuning control would be necessary. If, however, a 36:1 reduction is employed, the tuning rate is now approximately 17 kHz per revolution. This is a slow enough rate to make tuning easy and no fine tuning control would be needed. The 36:1 reduction can be obtained by cascading two 6:1 drives.

As well as requiring a reasonably slow tuning rate, the amateur generally wants to know what frequency he is tuned to. For about £20, a digital readout module can provide a readout from the local oscillator to a resolution of 1 kHz at frequencies up to 40 MHz. Alternatively, high quality combined reduction drives and scales (such as the Eddystone 898) are available, but again these are expensive. Often, a scale calibrated in terms of frequency to a lower resolution, or simply calibrated 0-100 is sufficient.

This article shows how a 36:1 reduction drive with a scale can be constructed simply and cheaply. It makes use of the easily available Jackson 6:1 drives with the addition of some home-constructed parts.

**Construcational Details**

Fig. 1 show a cross-section view of the design. Drawings of the two discs which need to be made are shown in Fig. 2.

The drive nearest to the tuning capacitor is a 4511/DAF whose flange turns at the same rate as the moving vanes of the capacitor and the arrangement transfers this motion past the front 6:1 drive to the scale. The front drive is a 4511 or 4511/F which has one fixing aperture so that disc A can rotate through 180°. Two lengths of 6BA studding couple the motion of disc A to disc B. A brass bush bolted to disc B ensures that the disc turns smoothly, slipping on the shaft of the front drive. Another brass bush is fitted to the front panel, supporting this shaft and preventing any side-to-side and up-down movement of the knob when tuning. As supplied, the bushes are rather long and should be cut down to approximately 6mm. overall length for use here. These brass bushes give a 'de-luxe' finish to the mechanism and can be omitted without dire results if an even cheaper arrangement is required.

Fig. 1 shows a cut-out in the front panel is required to view the tuning scale. No details are given here of this cut-out, as its position and dimensions depend on the diameter of the tuning knob and the calibration of the scale. The rear of the cut-out should be covered
Almost any thin, rigid sheet material can be used to make the discs. The prototype discs were made from double-sided printing board. This is an ideal material, being rigid and easy to work with simple hand tools. Plastic, aluminium or brass are other suitable materials.

A horizontal scale can be accommodated by this system by replacing disc B with a cord fixing drum and installing a cord drive from the drum. No details of this arrangement are given here as they depend on the scale length required.

**Scale Calibration**

If plastic is used for disc B, it is possible to scribe a scale directly onto it. With a PCB material or metal disc, either stick on a paper scale or paint the disc and then calibrate it. Letraset, or any other rub-on lettering, can be used to produce a neat finish.

If the scale is to be calibrated in terms of frequency, it must be left until the mechanism is assembled in the finished equipment and the desired frequency coverage has been obtained. Calibration is best carried out before the hole in the front panel is covered with a transparent sheet. Lightly mark the dial through the hole at the frequency intervals required. Then dis-assemble the mechanism and re-mark the dial with neat writing or Letraset. When the dial is re-assembled and the clear sheet with a scribed line is glued to the rear of the panel hole, check that the calibration is still correct, re-adjusting the position of the reduction drives on the shafts if necessary.

**Availability of Parts**

The 4511 is available from Electrovalue; the 4511/F is available from Maplin; the 4511/DAF is available from Electrovalue and Ambit; brass bush, 6BA studding and nuts are available from Maplin, who also supply two sizes of cord fixing drums (54.5mm. and 95.5mm. diameter), as well as other cord drive components.

Pre-printed, self-adhesive dials and symbols (such as kHz, MHz, 3.5, 3.6, etc.) are available from Data Publications Ltd., 45 Yeading Avenue, Rayners Lane, Harrow, Middlesex, HA2 9RL.

---

**A Move for Arrow Electronics Ltd.**

Your Editor was pleased to have the opportunity of going to the opening shindig at Arrow Electronics, the evening before the first official day’s trading at the new address. Their new premises are at 5 The Street, Hatfield Peverel, Chelmsford, Essex (0245-381673), where there is adequate car parking at the rear of the showroom; and Hatfield Peverel is conveniently situated just off the A12, between Chelmsford and Witham. Travelling along the A12 from Chelmsford — i.e. going eastwards, the sign-post for Hatfield Peverel comes up a half-mile or more before the actual turn, where the minor road loops up and over the dual carriageway and down again into the village. Arrow Electronics lies on the right a couple of hundred yards further on.

Apart from a wide range of Yaesu, Trio-Kenwood and Icom goodies, we were very pleased to note that they also had in stock such useful (and often hard to get!) things as aerial insulators, coaxial cable, PL259 connectors and other such necessary items for those wishing to radiate signals on the bands. We were assured by director Peter Clarke, G3LST, that he has more in his stocks than could be put on display — and his new spot will certainly be a stopping-off point for a large area. Mail order a specialty, too, of course.

If you are within striking distance, give them a look in — it’s easy to find, and there’s plenty to see.
Propagation Modes on 144 MHz

Part 1: Sporadic-E

by "Igor"

Much of the content of our monthly "VHF Bands" feature is concerned with propagation modes, such as tropospheric, auroral and sporadic-E. In the first of a proposed series of articles on propagation the author, a very successful DX operator, describes his observations of sporadic-E phenomena based on very detailed analyses of reports of events in this and other publications.

This is a collection of observed events from which the author has gained a large quantity of reliable pointers to enable him to be around at the right time, in the right place, with the right mode of transmission, so as to have the maximum chance of working what he is interested in, namely squares, counties, individual stations and — as in the case of most two-metre users — DX.

Sporadic-E is, in the main, a summertime propagation mode occurring from early May until the end of August. This form of propagation will only be caught by patient observation of the lower VHF frequencies, or by pure luck if you happen to walk in the shack as the event occurs, or if you get a tip-off over the phone; and last, but most important, that the opening occurs in your part of the world!

It would seem that once the E’s season has begun there are very few days when E’s are not present at some time or other. Virtually every day will produce, even if only for a short period, signals up to the 70 MHz region. For about 5% of the total E’s time (60/70 hours per year) the Maximum Observed Frequency (MOF) rises to the 100 MHz region, and for 1% of the total E’s time (12-14 hours) the MOF is in the 144 MHz region.

The following observations apply to Band 1 TV and 144 MHz, and to both OIRT and CCIR Band 2, though with the latter data is not so readily available. My own observations have been supplemented by reliable reports in Short Wave Magazine, Rad Com and Dubus Informationen.

The received direction at one frequency can vary very much from that of another even at only a few MHz difference, and in fact two directions can be open at the same time — but there is not all-round propagation. This opening in two directions is of great use and interest on 144 MHz. The usual changes in direction are 90 or 180 degrees; for example, on Band 1 TV channel E2 SM/LA with channel E3 EA, E2 and E3 YU or OE with E4 SM (90) or TF (180). These conditions usually exist for the period when the E is altering direction or layer height, and then appear to revert to one open direction for the remaining time. This condition has occurred on 144 MHz two or three times a year with interesting results. Examples are YU working to 4X4 and UR (90), HG to 4X4 and G (180), HG working to EA and UR (180), D to 4X4 and G (180, also with 4X4 working to G), 1 to OD and CT (180 with OD working to CT), and on June 17th, 1983 DL to UB and EL. If there is an opening to Italy it is well worthwhile turning the beam to SM/OH or even TF!

I feel that the strength of the 28 MHz beacons, Band 1 TV, Band 2 FM, etc., bears little relationship to the MOF: high or rising strength does not appear to indicate high or rising MOF. On many occasions I have observed the strength of signals on Band 1 rise tremendously, but the MOF did not appear to have moved up or down; likewise on many occasions the strength has not altered very much, but the MOF has moved considerably up or down. These observations may well be linked to the next point — namely, narrowness of openings.

I am satisfied that the apparent mass of signals that might be expected on Band 1, OIRT Band 2, CCIR Band 2, and 144 MHz, does not in fact take place. There are only one or two signals per TV channel, and in the case of Band 2 only up to 10 or so signals arriving from the same general area. The signals arriving at a given location, at a given time, are only arriving from a direction which is very narrow in width, but can (and often does) extend considerably in length. There are not large numbers of signals coming in from everywhere, for example YU or EA, but only the transmitters which are in the narrow, but long, wedge of the reflecting area. This wedge seems to start at about 1000 km. (there are not many reports of contacts under this distance) and, dependent on layer height, goes out to 3500km., if not further, in a single reflection (single hop) and all transmitters in a given location within the wedge may be reflected. This narrowness is most apparent on 144 MHz, less so on Band 2, and more complicated on Band 1 by the 90 and 180 degree shifts.

It also seems that once a direction has opened on 144 MHz (and therefore on lower frequencies?) that a "weakness" has developed and that the direction is very likely to open again in the same season, as suggested in Table 1. There were, of course, other openings in each year listed in the table, but the openings given accounted for 85% of the openings that occurred (i.e. were reported). A further check will reveal that the area — squares — involved each year are the same even down to the same stations being heard or worked over and over again from both sides of the path — "Oh no, not 9H1 again!" I can offer no explanation for this "weakness"; does anyone have any ideas?

For those in Britain the old saying "beam south-east" does still hold true, but not as much as it used to owing to the rising amateur population in Spain, Sweden and the U.S.S.R., and also because of the increased awareness of E’s which means that now almost any direction is as liable to open as another. My opinion is that all the reported contacts to date are of single-hop nature; of course I have no absolute proof of this, but the information carried in Dubus (2/81), pages 155/156 opens wide the door to this probability. This information would also appear to provide an explanation for the 90 and 180 degree shifts. I also suggest the possibility that a signal above about 100 MHz is actually propagated by being trapped quite close to the originating station in the E(?) layer and travelling as if it were in a Tropo duct, as opposed to the conventional idea of the signal arriving from the same general area. The signals signals arriving from the same general area. The signals originating station in the E(?) layer and travelling as if it were in a Tropo duct, as opposed to the conventional idea of the signal originating station in the E(?) layer and travelling as if it were in a Tropo duct, as opposed to the conventional idea of the signal arriving from the same general area. The signals
being reflected off the layer around the mid-point — which the 'professionals' do not now seem to think happens because of the extremely high levels of ionisation needed to reflect signals of such frequency at the very high strengths recorded.

Having watched and listened to many hours of E's propagation during the last four years or so, it seems valid to state that every hour around the hour one of the following will happen:

1. The MOF (and MUF) will rise or fall.
2. The strength of the observed signal(s) will increase or decrease.
3. The direction of the opening will start or finish changing.

As an added point of interest these effects have also been noted on Auroral and Meteor Scatter signals, with 1 and 2 above being the most easily noticed.

If there are strong E's signals in the 70 MHz region which disappear much more quickly than the slow and "fady" way they usually do, then it is worth looking to the north for Aurora. It would appear that there is a link between solar activity and E's, but in a negative way. When the Sun is disturbed and causing possible Auroral conditions, the chance of E's is very much reduced. Only on one occasion in all my observations did I note (in the summer period) E's Band 1 TV whilst there was an Aurora in progress. Was this Auroral E's? I believe this link may provide the answer as to why there is a small, but usually well-defined, peak of E's in late December and January — a period of normally low Auroral activity.

Regarding the peak time for E's, no one day is any more or less likely to produce 144 MHz E's than another, although there appears to be a tendency for E's events to bunch over a period of anywhere from two to eight days. I am still "wide open" on the matter of cyclic repeats (e.g. 27 days) as it is possible to observe a large number of different cycles and repeat periods each year. The peak times per day are a little more definable: around 1100 and anywhere between 1500 and 2100, with 1600 to 1800 as the best (for Britain), but 144 MHz E's have occurred between 0700 and 2300. Two-metre openings can last from only a minute or so to a couple of hours. Openings tend to start at about five minutes to the hour and to end either around 15 to 20 minutes past the hour or to continue to about 10 minutes past the next hour.

Finally, two questions. What effect does the D-layer absorption — or lack of it — have on E's reflected signals: is there anyone with some information? Also, can anyone supply information on noctilucent clouds?

---

**CLUBS ROUNDUP**

*By "Club Secretary"*

**FIRSTLY**, something we have for long felt to be a good idea.

Several clubs in the Essex area have made it their business to get together — Southend, Braintree and Dengie Hundred are the prime movers — to form the Essex Federation of Radio Societies, and we hear that the Colchester crowd are also interested in the idea too. The object of the exercise is to bring the clubs into closer contact for the benefit of all, and we wish them success.

---

**The Mail**

Abergavenny & Nevill Hall are to be found every Thursday evening at Pen-y-Fal Hospital, in the room above Male Ward 2. On June 2 they operate GB3NHF at the Nevill Hall Fête, GB2ABC on July 28 at the Abergavenny & Border Counties Show, and GB2PYF on August 4 at Pen-y-Fal Hospital. In addition, June 16 sees their Midsummer Buffet at the "Llanwenarth Arms", Crickhowell. More details on all these from the Hon. Sec.—see Panel.

Acton, Brentford & Chiswick have a review of the May R.A.E. set down for their meeting on June 19, and the venue is as usual Chiswick Town Hall, Chiswick High Road, London W4.

Now to Axe Vale; June 1 sees a talk on "The Entertaining Electron", and on July 16 they have a trip to the IBA station at Stockland Hill. The venue is the Cavalier Hotel, West Street, Axminster, starting at 7.30 p.m., for the visit, the gathering is at the usual time at Hq, and they will then move off in convoy to Stockland Hill.

Bangor's Mobile Rally is on June 10, but the letter with the
extra details seems to have failed to arrive — but we know they are to be found at the Sands Hotel, on the sea front at Bangor, on the first Friday of the month. More data from the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

At Basingstoke the Hq is now the “Swan Inn”, Sherbourne St. John, near Basingstoke, on the second Tuesday of each month. Programme data from the Hon. Sec. — or just go along and meet them!

We don’t have the latest from Bath as they have just had their AGM; but we do know they have a billet at the “Englishcombe Inn”, Englishcombe Lane, Bath. Other details from the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

Looking now at the Biggin Hill listings, we find they will be at St. Mark’s Church Hall, Church Road, Biggin Hill, on June 19 for the spring sale of surplus equipment, and then on July 17 they receive G4BUE for a talk on QRP operating.

The Bishops Stortford crowd continue on their merry way; the third Monday of the month is the main date and is set apart for a talk, films, or whatever, plus any business, while the first Thursday of the month will see them in a huddle at the bottom end of the saloon bar in the “Nags Head” which is on the A120 road to Dunmow.

B.A.R.T.G. looks after the RTTY and AMTOR enthusiasts, and there’s a lot to ask for the details is the Hon. Sec. — see Panel for his vital statistics.

The BT/Post Office Amateur Radio Club in the Midlands is now functional; for the details get in touch with the Hon. Sec. — see Panel for his name and address.

The June 12 main meeting wasn’t completely finalised when the Bury letter was written, but we can say that they can be found every Tuesday evening at the Mosses Community Centre, Cecil Street, Bury.

Cambridge welcome new members and visitors of all ages and both sexes. On June 1, as the Hq is closed, they will shift to Comberton Village Hall for the Spring Junk Sale. Back to the Coleridge Community Centre, Radegund Road, for the rest of the month, in the Visual Aids Room; June 8 and 22 are the informals, and on June 15 there will be something doing, as yet undecided.

On June 1 the Cheltenham crowd look like having an outing (not completely settled at the time of their writing), and on June 15 there is a natter night at the Hq in the Stanton Room, Charlton Kings Library, Cheltenham.

The Cheshunt group is still based at the Church Room, Church Lane, Wormley, although they are, in the longer term, looking out for a new Hq. On June 6 and 27 they have natter evenings; June 13 is a “junk sort”, and on June 20 they will be out operating portable on Baas Hill Common, Broxbourne.

June for Chichester will be in the Long Room, Fernleigh Centre, 40 North Street, meeting on 5th and on 21st when they have their Summer Social evening.

The matter of how banks talk to each other is the subject for Richard de la Rue at Colchester on June 14; June 28 sees Frank John, near Basingstoke, on the second Tuesday of each month.

For details of the Exeter doings we have to refer you to the Hon. Sec. as the only details we have are of the venues — the Community Centre, St. Davids Hill, Exeter.

Exmouth have alternate Wednesdays at the 6th Exmouth Scout Hut, Marpool Hill; for the other details we must you refer to the Hon. Sec. — see Panel for his details.

For details of the Fareham now, where they specialise in very well organised programmes. We see that June 6 is all about PSUs, June 13 an on-the-air and natter night, June 20 a talk by G3VXM on two-metre DX, and on June 27 they have the second natter session; all are at Portchester Community Centre, Westlands Grove, Portchester.

| Deadlines for “Clubs” for the next three months— |
| July issue—May 25th |
| August issue—June 29th |
| September issue—July 27th |
| October issue—August 31st |

Please be sure to note these dates!

Farnborough reckons to be on for HF NFD, and on June 13 there is a talk on Racial products by G3VCX; June 27 is down for a pre-view of the VHF NFD goings-on. All are at the Railway Enthusiasts’ Club, Access Road, off Hawley Lane, Farnborough, Hants.

Over the water is the Fingal club, and we understand they foregather every Monday evening. For more details we refer you to the Hon. Sec. — see Panel for his details.

Fylde seem to be very well set in their Hq at the Kite Club, Blackpool Airport, on the first and third Tuesday of each month. June 5 is down for a final briefing on their Top Band D/F Hunt, which takes place on Sunday, June 17. June 19’s meeting will — handy programme filler, this! — discuss the events which went on during the D/F Hunt.

At Glenrothes the Hq at Provosts Land, Leslie, Fife, is under modification by the members; for details of the full programme we suggest you get in touch with the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

All those who are into low-power operating, or homebrew — or even practical jokes! — should be members of the G-QRP Club; all the details can be obtained from G3RJV, at the address given in the Panel.

June 28 is the date for the Greater Peterborough crew, at Southfields Junior School, Stanground, Peterborough (except during school holidays) and the speaker this time will be G3RJV, who will not be talking about QRO!

Up at Halifax they have a surplus sale on June 19; and they also have a ragchew night on the first Tuesday of the month; both meetings each month are held in the “Running Man”, Pellon
At Harrow a separate yellow sheet to their newsletter tells us they are at Harrow Arts Centre, every Friday evening. June 1 is the HF NFD briefing, and on 8th they have a talk on constructing aerials. June 15 is informal and practical, and on 22nd they have a chat about the running of special-event stations. June 29 rounds it off with another informal and practical evening.

Hastings have their main meetings at West Hill Community Centre on the third Wednesday in the month. Fridays are chat nights at Ashdown Farm Community Centre, and there are various subsidiary club activities at the same venue on Tuesdays too. More details from the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

At Havering the HQ is at Fairkytes Arts Centre, Billet Lane, Hornchurch, where they have something set up for every Wednesday evening. June 6 is informal, and on June 13 they have a topic. June 20 is a pre-contest briefing and then an informal, and on June 27 if the weather allows they will have a D/F Hunt.

Haverhill next, and we see their provisional list of events indicates June 8 for a talk on Fox Hunts, and June 22 when the construction of D/F loops is under consideration; the venue isn’t given so for that we must refer you to the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

We turn now to Hereford; on June 1 they have the final arrangements to make for NFD over the weekend June 2/3, and then on June 15 they foregather again for a subject yet to be announced. The HQ is at the Civil Defence Headquarters, Gaol Street, Hereford.

At Ipswich the club has its base at the “Rose and Crown”, which lies at the junction to Bramford Road and the A45 Norwich Road; while they are ‘officially’ there on second and last Wednesdays, we hear that on other Wednesdays there is a pretty sound chance that some of the gang will be around. This club, by the way, puts out one of the best newsletters around.

Over the water again now to I.R.T.S., the national society of the EI chaps. The current issue of the newsletter is in fact almost all given over to the doings involved at the AGM in Cork, and so we won’t have the new officers’ list to hand till next time; however, we can say that this is the place to aim any serious enquiries about amateur radio activity in Eire. Contact the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

June 15-17 is the Isle of Man expedition to the Calf of Man, for HF and VHF operation; and normal get-togethers are at the Keppel Hotel, Creg-ny-Baa.

By the time this is written, the AGM of the Kent Repeater Group will have come and gone; for more details on what they get up to, contact the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

Another repeater group reporting is the one based at Leicester; this group is looking for new members to support their repeaters and attend their various functions. Details from the Hon. Treasurer, whose name appears in the Panel.

Nice to hear again from Leith Nautical College; they have a shack and a construction evening on Mondays. All ex- and future students are welcome to membership and they also would be pleased to be visited by members of the public. Details from the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

Back down south again now, to Medway; the group have their scene in St. Luke’s Church Hall, King William Road, Gillingham, where on June 8 they have a junk sale, and on 22nd a talk by Adrian Keeble on the WAB awards.

On now to Midland, where the HQ is at 294A Broadway, opposite Birmingham Repertory Theatre. More details from the Hon. Sec. Alternatively, you might try a call on S17 to G8GAZ, who claims he is the club’s post boy!

The Mid-Ulster group meets at the QTH of GI4BAC at 3 p.m. on the second Sunday of each month; they have talks and demonstrations of various amateur radio interest lined up for the coming months.

June 12 is a Fox Hunt and barbecue for Mid-Warwickshire club, and on June 26 they have a talk on QRP, the speaker yet to be confirmed. The HQ is at 61 Emscote Road, Warwick; non-members pay 20p, and there is a fee of 20p to all in addition on nights when they have a speaker.

The Nene Valley folks have natter nights on June 6 and 20 (and again on July 4); G3NRW will be talking about RTTY and AMTOR on 13th, and the Microwave Society will be doing their thing on June 27. All meetings are at the “Dolben Arms”, Finedon, near Wellingborough, Northants.

It’s a long while now since we heard from the Newquay crowd; however, they are now based in the Drill Hall, Cranstock Street, Newquay, on alternate Wednesday evenings. For the rest we recommend a contact with the Hon. Sec. for the latest programme details, at the address in the Panel.

North Camb. 70cm. Repeater Group write to remind us of their repeater and their club. More details from the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

Now to North Devon where they alternate between Bideford and Barnstaple. Always the fourth Wednesday, but on the even months at Pilton Community College, Chaddiford Lane, Barnstaple, while on the odd months it is at Bideford Community College, Abotsham Road, Bideford. More details from the Hon. Sec.

Yet another repeater group comes up for a mention; this one is North Norfolk and it is into a repeater at Wells-next-the-Sea; details on this and the other activities of the group from the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

R.A.M.U.G. is the club for the micro users in the hobby; they have their next meeting on July 10 at the Design Block, Eastlea School, Hilda Road, Canning Town, London E.16. The topic will be “Database and Log-keeping in Amateur Radio” by G6OVL and G4KCS.
HARROW: D. Atkins, G8XBZ, address wanted. (0923 779942)

GREATER PETERBOROUGH: F. Brisley, G3NRJ, 27 Lady Lodge Drive, Orton Longueville, Peterborough, Cambs. (0733 231848)

HALIFAX: D. L. Moss, Beechwood Lodge, Lightcliffe, Halifax HX3 8NU.

FYLDE: H. Fenton, G8GG, 5 Cromer Road, St. Annes, Lytham St. Annes, Lancs. (08047 5130)

CHESHUNT: R. Frisby, G4OAA, 2 Westfield Road, Hoddesdon, Herts. (Hatfield 2HH) - no phone number.

EDGWARE: J. Cobley, G4RMD, 4 Briars Close, Hatfield, Herts. (Hatfield 2HH) - no phone number.

Bristol BS14 0EJ. (Bristol 80053)

SOUTHAMPTON: M. C. Holling, G3SWL, 33 Copse Close, Eastleigh. (08047 5130)

WANTAGE: P. N. Crittendon, G3KH, 26 Avenham Road, Wantage, Oxfordshire. (0935 75533)

Exeter. (Exeter 68065)

CRAWLEY: D. L. Hill, G4IQM, 14 The Garrones, Worth, Crawley, W. Sussex. (0293 36396) - no phone number.

FAREHAM: B. Davey, G4ITG, 31 Somervell Drive, Fareham, Hants. P016 7QL. (Fareham 234904) - no phone number.

NEWQUAY: A. Angove, G6ZWI, 22 Bramble Close, Newquay, Cornwall. (Newquay 4285)

N. CAMBS. REPEATER GROUP: J. D. Mitchell, G6DGM, 49 Newnham Grove, Isleham, Ely CB18 8BT. (Ely 4019) - no phone number.

BATH: C. Ashley, G4UMN, 57 Station Road, Bath, Somerset. (Frome 61029) - no phone number.

BASINGSTOKE: E. C. Thompson, G4SQZ, 21 Wigmore Road, Basingstoke, Hants. RG26 6HH.

BATH: C. Ashley, G4UMN, 57 Stonebridge Drive, Frome, Somerset. (Frome 61029)

STOURBRIDGE: R. Snary, G4OBE, 12 Borden Avenue, Enfield, Middx. EN1 1BG. (Enfield 2HH) - no phone number.
Cheltenham Amateur Radio Association held its annual Constructors’ Contest in March and, as usual, the standard was extremely high. The judge, Reg Elsworth, G3GMN, eventually awarded the Cup to Richard Marshall, G4ERP, for his three superbly-engineered VHF transverters. Second and third places were taken, respectively, by Dave Carpenter, G4TLX, for his mobile 2m. rig and Guy Foster, G6CUN, for his frequency counter.

not mentioned in the letter but we believe it is still Bath Lane, rear of 94 Belgrave Road, Torquay, where they have been for years; they also continue to have a formal-plus-lecture session on the last Saturday of each month. They have their Mobile Rally at the STC (Paignton) works on August 26.

June 18 is the date for Todmorden to hear all about satellites from G8UVE, but we must refer you to the Hon. Sec. for the venue! — see Panel for his statistics.

The Vale of White Horse is a very lively group with Hq at the Landsdown Club, Milton Trading Estate, near Abingdon, on the first and third Tuesday of each month. For details of the June doings contact the Hon. Sec.

The R.A.F. Association is host to the Verulam club, at their Hq in New Kent Road, on second and fourth Tuesdays. June 26 is down for Dr. Dain Evans of RSGB to talk about the Society's publications.

We are asked to note the change at Wakefield where the new place is Ossett Community Centre, Prospect Road, on alternate Tuesdays — for June the dates are 12th for the informal, and 26th for the main meeting.

West Kent write to say they got the opening and closing times of their Electronics Fair wrong — 10.30 to 5 p.m. is more like it — on July 21. All the other details about the club from the Hon. Sec. — see Panel for his address.

It's a while since we heard last from Wisbech; they are still at the “Five Bells”, Parson Drove, on every other Thursday evening, and we believe they may be putting up a special-event station at Wisbech Rose Fair in early June.

June 4 is the date for the Worcester crew to head for the Oddfellows Club in New Street, for a talk on RTTY and AMTOR with BBC computers by G3WHO; June 18 is at the “Old Pheasant Inn”, New Street, when they will get everything settled for their Rally on July 1 — the Worcester Mobile Rally is at Droitwich High School, Ombersley Road, Droitwich.

Worthing members have their main meetings at Pond Lane Community Centre, Durrington, Sussex, every Tuesday evening — and they attract an attendance as high as 120 so they have something good going for them!

Yeovil are to be found every Thursday evening at the Recreation Centre, Chilton Grove, Yeovil; June 7 and 14 are down for G3MYM, who will discuss how the ionosphere bends a radio wave; on June 21 it is the turn of G3GC to talk about the changing face of amateur radio, and on 28th they have a natter.

The York crowd continues to foregather at the United Services Club, 61 Micklegate, York, every Friday evening; this club is also very fond of putting on special-event stations and showing the flag — an art at which they are experts.

Finally, 308; every Tuesday at the Coach House, St. Mark’s Church — this is the pink building in Church Hill Road, Surbiton. They are putting together what looks to be a strong programme, but we must refer you to the Hon. Sec. for the very latest gen.

RSGB National Convention, 1984

This year's RSGB National Convention at the NEC was held over the weekend of 28/29th April and was the second to be held at the new venue, previously being held in London. The move to the NEC caused some consternation among the more southerly located amateurs but attendance this year and last was excellent, fully justifying the move.

To overcome some of the problems found last year and to give a lot more space for both exhibitors and visitors the decision was made to use the much larger Hall 3a, thus enabling the whole exhibition to be held under one roof instead of two. So how did it work out in practice?

Certainly the extra space was most welcome but this seemed to have been devoted mainly to the walkways, the space available for individual stands was roughly the same as last year. The catering facilities were vastly improved with two snack areas and a decent restaurant; the bar facilities were noticeably well used and no reports were received of the beer running out, as it did last year! Although the exhibition did not open until 10 a.m. the ticket offices were opened at 9.30 a.m. and this helped to reduce the early crowding that is normally seen at these events. Car parking facilities were excellent, and free, as was the bus service to transport visitors from the car parks to the hall, a distance of a few hundred yards.

Just over 10,000 people came to the Convention (about the same as last year), and most dealers reported excellent trading and there were many bargains to be had by both the early birds and those canny enough to hang on to the end of the second day. It is amazing how prices will drop when a dealer does not want to carry his remaining stock home!

There was also a well-attended lecture stream covering all aspects of the hobby from an introduction to amateur radio up to more esoteric things like “aspects of propagation” — in fact something for everyone.

It was nice to see that a large number of small firms specialising in the more adventurous aspects of the hobby were there and reporting growing interest in their wares; a sure sign that the hobby is not stagnating.

Looking forward to next year what would we like to see? Many dealers said that a bit more space for the stand would make it easier to display the goods effectively and would ease the crowding around the counters. A lot of smaller societies and even local clubs would like to be represented at the show but cannot possibly afford the rates for stand space. The Leicester show last year had a “Club Corner” which was very cheap and very popular. In view of the amount of spare space available at this year’s NEC show perhaps the organisers might think along those lines to enable the clubs to add another interesting and useful facet to the Convention.

All in all a great show which you really should not miss and which must now be classed as possibly Europe’s major amateur radio show.

G8MWR
Hamsoft™ from RADIO SHACK!

Apple

Knowing that software, the program that defines the job for the computer, is just as important as hardware, Kantronics has developed Hamsoft.

Hamsoft is designed to be used with the Kantronics Interface, allowing reception and transmission of Morse Code (CW), Radio Teletype (RTTY), and American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII).

Additional features make operation of The Interface with Hamsoft the most viable alternative to purchasing a dedicated computer system.

Features include:

Split Screen Display — In the transmit/receive modes Hamsoft has a scrolling receive display, type-ahead buffer display, transmission display, and status display.

Status Display — In the transmit/receive modes Hamsoft displays:

- Mode — CW, RTTY, or ASCII
- Speed — RTTY 60, 67, 75, 100
- ASCII 110 or 300
- CW — Automatically monitors incoming speed, 5-99 WPM
- Selectable transmit speed, 5-99 WPM
- Receive or Transmit 24 Hour Clock

1024-Character Type Ahead Buffer — This buffer allows you to type messages during reception or transmission. The 1024-character capacity allows long messages.

Apple II, II Plus, or He Diskette (DOS 3.3) £25.30
Atari Program Board £43.70
TRS-80 Color Computer Program Board £87.40

Radio Shack Ltd

(Just around the corner from West Hampstead Station on the Jubilee Line)

Giro Account No. 588 7151 Telephone 01-624 7174 Telex: 23718

S.E.M. UNION MILLS, ISLE OF MAN

Tel: MAROW (0624) 851277

S.E.M. FACT 4. We use a system of "continuous development" to take advantage of new devices and techniques. E.g. A Sentinel Power/Pre-Amp. bought today is a quite different unit to one made 2 years ago.

S.E.M. TRANSMATCH. Now has wider range on 150m. The best aerial matching system. Matches 15'5000 ohms BALANCED and UNBALANCED, up to 1kW. AY coupled BALUN means no connection to equipment which can cure TVI, both ways. NO TORDS. SO239 and 4mm. sockets for CO AX, END FED or TWIN FEED. 5-30 MHz. £74. 1.8-30 MHz £83 EZITUNE built in £29.50 Extra. See below for the much acclaimed EZITUNE. All £29.50. Please note that 90% we sell have the EZITUNE option.


SENTINEL 2M LINEAR POWER/PRE-AMPLIFIERS

Now feature either POWER AMP alone or both POWER AND PRE-AMP or STRAIGHT THRU when OFF. Plus a gain control on the PRE-AMP from 0 to 20db. N.I. Around 1db with a neutralised strip line DUAL GATE MOSFET. (883f) £188. Ultra LINEAR for all modes and R.F. or P.T.T. switched. 13.8V nominal supply. SO239 sockets.

Three Models:

SENTINEL 35 Twelve times power gain. 3W IN 36W OUT. 4amps. Max. drive 5W. 6 x 2½" front panel, 4½" deep. £65.00 Ex stock.
SENTINEL 50 Five times power gain. 10W IN 50W OUT. Max. drive 16W 6amps. Same size as the Sentinel 35. £78.50 Ex stock.
SENTINEL 100 Ten times power gain. 100W IN 1000W OUT. Max. drive 16W. Size: 8½" x 4½" front panel, 3½" deep. 12amps. £115.00 Ex stock.

POWER SUPPLIES for our linear amps £34.00. 12amp £49.00.

SENTINEL AUTO 2 METRE or 4 METRE PRE-AMPLIFIER 400W P.E.P. power rating. Use on any mode. 12V 25A. £25.50 *Ex stock
P.A.S Same specification as the Auto including 240V P.S.U. £33.00 *Ex stock.

SENTINEL STANDARD PRE-AMPLIFIER. No R.F. switch. £15.00 *Ex stock.

S.E.M. AUDIO MULTIFILTER (A very good filter at a very good price).

To improve ANY receiver on ANY mode. The most versatile filter available. Gives "passband" tuning, "variable selectivity" and one or two notches. Switched Hi-pass, Low-pass, peak or notch. Selectivity from 2kHz to 20kHz. Tunable from 2kHz to 20kHz. 3kHz to 20kHz. Use another notch available in any of the four switch positions which covers 10kHz to 100kHz. £95.00. PLUS another notch available in any of the four switch positions which covers 10kHz to 100kHz. £95.00. £12.50 *Ex stock.

SENTINEL AUTO 4FET PRE-AMPLIFIER 4400kHz power rating. Use on any mode. 12V 25A. £25.50 *Ex stock
P.A.S Same specification as the Auto including 240V P.S.U. £33.00 *Ex stock.

SENTINEL STANDARD PRE-AMPLIFIER. No R.F. switch. £15.00 *Ex stock.

S.E.M. VISA 80METER RECEIVER

Already a great success. If you want an 80 metre (3.5,3.8Mhz) Rx. Only 2½" x 6" x 3½". 12 volt operation. I.W. only. Tape for you. £49.00.

12 MONTHS COMPLETE GUARANTEE INCLUDING ALL TRANSISTORS.

Prices include VAT and delivery. C.W.O. or phone your credit card number for same day service.

*S.E.M.*
IC 271 Replacement Front-End — RPCB 271ub
£600 for the Performance of a £250 Portable?
— you could end up with worse!

Fitting a preamp to the IC 271 will degrade its dynamic performance to a level very similar to that of the FT 290 fitted with our internal SLNA 145ub preamplifier! In fact the '271 + preamp will also be slightly dearer!

On today's crowded 2m band you need the best receiver possible. A '271 fitted with our RPCB 271ub will give you dynamic range better than anything else available commercially — read the reviews — together with much sensitivity as you can usefully use.

If you're spending £600 on a rig, you don't want second best!

Stephen Prior, G4SJP
RPCB 271ub £79.90 + 1.20P+P inc. vat.

mutec limited — the rf technology company
Dept. S.W., Bradworthy, Holsworthy, Devon EX22 7TU (0409 24) 543

Training now for the Radio Amateur
Licence examination. An exciting hobby which will enable you to talk and listen to the world.

No previous knowledge needed, only a few hours a week of home study for 3 to 6 months. We have successfully trained people over the past 40 years! Post coupon below for details or telephone 0724 51515 (24hr service).

British National Radio & Electronics School
Reading, Berks. RG1 18R

FREE brochure without obligation from:—
British National Radio & Electronics School
Heads of Reading, Berks. RG1 18R

Name
Address

SWM 6/456 BLOCK CAPS PLEASE

MBA-RO
RTTY/CW/ASCII READER

The only self contained reader available.
Excellent performance. Just plug into the speaker output of your receiver, 12v supply. 32 Character built in display (blue).
Add a new dimension to your hobby for just

£179 inc. VAT

plus £2 P& P Ins.

SPECIAL: Limited number of brand new Send/Receive versions of the above at 40% off list.

First come, first served.
Will drive printer, keyboard. Call for details.

AMTOR-RTTY-CW for BBC and Commodore micros. We have the best equipment available.

Send for details.

I.C.S. Electronics Ltd
PO Box 2, Andwell, West Sussex BN 18 0NX
Phone: (024 365) 590
All prices include VAT @ 15%

Terms

Prices

$l 2 7$ inc. VAT

plus £2 P & P Ins.
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I.C.S. Electronics Ltd
PO Box 2, Andwell, West Sussex BN 18 0NX
Phone: (024 365) 590
All prices include VAT @ 15%
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I.C.S. Electronics Ltd
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All prices include VAT @ 15%
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The scanner that police forces use

GEMSCAN 70

£258

70 CHANNELS MEMORY * DIGITAL CLOCK * 2 SCAN RATES * AUTOMATIC AM/FM SWITCH * LOCKOUT AND PRIORITY FACILITY * AUTOMATIC SEARCH AND STORE * DISPLAY SWITCHABLE * COUNT FACILITY * STORE FACILITY * MEMORY BACKUP * EPROM PROGRAMMABLE * AUTOMATIC TAPE RECORDER CONTROL * AC/DC 2-WAY POWER SUPPLY

FDK ICOM WELZ

Most items at competitive prices, call us for latest on FT757GX, FT203R etc.

102 DERBY STREET, BOLTON. ROY G4GHE
Tel: 0204-392226

GEMINI COMMUNICATIONS

R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.
Ashville Old Hall, Ashville Road, London E11 4DX Tel. 01-539 4886

We are MAIN DISTRIBUTORS for AVO, MEGGER, TAYLOR and SULLIVAN INSTRUMENTS

FULLY OVERHAULED EQUIPMENT

EDDOSTONE 800/7 RECEIVER.......................................................... £480.00
EDDOSTONE 900/2 RECEIVER.......................................................... £42.00
EDDOSTONE 1001 RECEIVER.......................................................... £317.00
GARRATT 5000 4-CH................................................................. £590.00
YAESU FRG 7700 RECEIVER, AS NEW...................................... £297.50
RACAL R177 RECEIVER.............................................................. £500.00
EDDYSTONE SPR4 RECEIVER...................................................... £300.00
YAESU FT220F + NC1 CHARGER + YM24MIC.................................. £90.00

NEW EQUIPMENT

TRIO R 300 RECEIVER............................................................... £193.89
YAESU FRG 770 RECEIVER........................................................ £338.00
YAESU FT 7700C RECEIVER...................................................... £389.00
YAESU 7000 RECEIVER............................................................. £299.00

AVO & MEGGER EQUIPMENT (A Few Examples)

AVO MODEL 100 MULTIMETER.................................................... £56.93
AVO MODEL 1001 MULTIMETER................................................ £34.38
AVO MODEL 200 MULTIMETER (DIGITAL).................................... £62.72
AVO MODEL 2001 MULTIMETER (DIGITAL)................................... £103.04
MEGGER MODEL BM 102 1500 V.D.C........................................ £90.38
MEGGER MODEL BM 101 1500 V.D.C........................................ £90.38
MEGGER MODEL BM 102 290 V.D.C........................................ £86.71
ACCESSORIES FOR AVO & MEGGER INSTRUMENTS IN STOCK CASES, SHUNTS, etc. We also repair all types of instruments. Trade and Educational inquiries invited.

SINCLAIR DM/235 Digital Multimeter......................................... £80.38
Carring Case for DM 236........................................................... £8.96
Main Adaptor for DM 235........................................................ £5.69
SINCLAIR POM/DS Pocket Digital Multimeter.............................. £39.06

BROWNS TYPHE HEADPHONES, 4C, 2C, 9 and 15 ohms £29.95 per pair.
RUBBER EARPADS £3.25 per pair

CROTEST OSCILLOSCOPES IN STOCK.

TMK METERS: Model TP105, £27.16; Model 502/N, £48.95; Model TV200B, £54.95.
Model TP50N, £31.95; Model XG, £34.20. Also in stock Leather Cases for above. Model 700B, £101.46. Full details on request.

In present conditions we regret that all prices are subject to alteration without notice.


HOURS - 9.30am - 5.30pm MON.-FRI. CLOSED SATURDAYS

MITSUBISHI GaAs FETs & Laser Diodes

AVAILABLE NOW FROM ASPEN

Aspen Electronics Limited
YOUR EXCLUSIVE U.K. REPRESENTATIVE
23 Kildare Close, Eastcote, Ruislip, Middlesex HA4 9UR
Telephone: 01-868 1188 Telex: 8812727
Fax: 01-866 6596

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL SPECIALIST

AMATEUR RADIO CRYSTALS FROM STOCK
4m, 2m, 7cm and transverter/converter
MICROPROCESSOR MARKER CRYSTALS CRYSTALS

DOUBLE BALANCED MIXERS M8 and M18 PIN compatible with MD108 and SBL1 but with superior spec available from stock.

WE CAN SUPPLY CRYSTALS TO MOST COMMERCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL SPECIFICATION INCLUDING COLD WELD SPECS.
CRYSTAL SOCKETS for HC6/u, HC13/u and HC25/u

MADE TO ORDER SERVICE

OVER FREQUENCY RANGE 6kHz to 250MHz with express service if required
For full details of the above services, please send s.a.e.
FREQUENCY COUNTERS

The brand new Meteor series of 8-digit Frequency Counters offer the lowest cost professional performance available anywhere.

- Measuring typically 2Hz - 1.2GHz
- Low Pass Filter
- Sensitivity <50mV at 1GHz
- 3 Gate Times
- Battery or Mains
- Factory Calibrated
- High Accuracy
- 1-Year Guarantee
- 0.5" easy to read L.E.D. Display

PRICES (inc. adaptor/charger. P & P and VAT):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>METEOR 100</td>
<td>100MHz</td>
<td>£104.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METEOR 600</td>
<td>600MHz</td>
<td>£134.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METEOR 1000</td>
<td>1GHz</td>
<td>£198.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Illustrated colour brochure with technical specification and prices available on request.

BLACK STAR LTD. Dept SWL 9A Crown Street, St. Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs, PE17 4EB, England.
Tel: 0440 62440 Telex: 32339

G2VF Inventor and proprietor of Patent for VARIABLE HIGH FREQUENCY FRAME ANTENNA wishes all Hams and SWL's to benefit from his invention and offers circuit and full assembly details for the modest sum of £5. A Do-It-Yourself project. Components required to be found in most Ham shelves. Most expensive components, two variable tuning capacitors. Antenna twenty-one inches square, mounts on top of control box, fully rotatable from operating position, tuneable all the way 80 to 10 metres there being only one inductance. SWR One to One 40, 15 and 10 and One Point Five to One 90 and 20. R9 on CW from JA, W areas Oto 9, VE 1 to 6 and all America. Ninety awards obtained with frame. Maximum power 100 watts. NEW EFFICIENT L.W. AND M. Wave FRAME ANTENNA 21 inches square, D.I.Y. project. Circuit, parts list, assembly data £3. Ideal Caravan and flat dwellers. SWL's note. This antenna also tunes to Short Wave Bands 40 to 10 metres.

F. G. Rylands, 39 Parkside Avenue Millbrook, Southhampton SO1 9AF

RADIO AMATEUR PREFIX-COUNTRY-ZONE LIST

published by GEOFF WATTS

The List you have always needed, the list that gives you everything, and all on one line! For each country:

- a. its DXCC "status"
- b. the normal prefix
- c. its DXCC "status"
- d. the normal prefix
- e. the continent
- f. the "CQ" Zone No.
- g. the ITU Zone No.
- h. the ITU callsign block allocation
- i. the "ITU" Zone No.
- j. a full list of the ITU callsign block allocation

Full information on Antarctic stations, USSR Klub-stations, obsolete prefixes used during the past 10 years, and much more.

Everything arranged alphabetically and numerically in order of prefix. Ideal for Contest operators and SWL's. Order an extra copy for that overseas friend.

Tell your Club members about it. Order an extra copy for that overseas friend. 15 pages. Price 75p (UK), overseas air mail $2.00 or 6 IRCs.

GEOFF WATTS
62 BELMORSE ROAD, NORWICH NR7 0PU, ENGLAND

AMATEUR RADIO

by Gordon Stokes and Peter Bubb

The Lutterworth Press are the publishers of this book, which is intended for those wishing to study for the R.A.E. and comprises nineteen chapters, plus Introduction and Index, covering the basic, technical material the would-be candidate needs to obtain a "pass". Copiously illustrated with simple diagrams and excellent plates. Published in hardback.

192 pages
Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9EQ

£9.60 inc. p/p

AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL

New Second Edition

Most of the chapters in the new 2nd edition of this popular RSGB title by R. J. Eckersley, G4FTJ, have been revised and updated. Chapters cover: the Amateur Service; setting up a station; operating practices; contests; mobile, portable and repeaters; amateur satellites; RTTY; SS/TV; special event stations; with appendices and index. Extract from a review in "Short Wave Magazine": "...this book should be of greatest interest and use to the newly licensed amateur with little, practical operating experience, to whom it can be thoroughly recommended".

208 pages
Publications Dept.
£4.95 inc. p/p

Short Wave Magazine Ltd.,
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.
THE NEW UNIDEN 2021
PORTABLE COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

We recommend this receiver to all Amateurs and Short Wave Listeners who require first class performance comparable with the best. At a competitive price.

Brief Spec. AM/S.S.B. (U.S.B. and L.S.B.)/C.W. 150 kHz to 29999 kHz. Triple superhet. Digital Tuning, Scan and six memories. Also F.M. 76-108 MHz. L.C.D. frequency display, etc., etc. Supplied with mains power unit.

£149.50 inc. VAT and Carriage

For full technical Spec. send S.A.E.

G4FLN

E.M.A.

MUNDAYS LANE, ORFORD, WOODBRIDGE, SUFFOLK

24-Hr Answering Service

Tel: 039 46 666

Access Cards taken

GEEFOR ENTERPRISES

112 LEEDS ROAD, MIRFIELD, W. YORKS.

LOGBOOKS £2

CALL SIGN BADGES £1

All types of 2m antenna, coax and plugs.

10 metres — many accessories for THE band.

Morse Keys and Paddles as used by Ministries worldwide £15 & £18.

Please mention '"SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE"' when contacting Advertisers

—it helps you, helps them and helps us.

TRADE

VHF-UHF mobile aerials by Bantex; please send s.a.e. for details.

—Falcon Communications, 33 Falcon Way, Ashford, Kent. (Tel: Ashford 22506).

Learning Morse? Effective C90 cassettes: novice 0-7 w.p.m., expert 7-13 w.p.m., £5.50 each or £10 the set. Please send s.a.e. for information. —G4OOB Morse Tuition, 4 Carrbrook Close, Whittle, Chorley PR6 7HD.

Amidon toroidal cores, ferrite rings and beads. Send s.a.e. for data and prices. Business hours: 10-5 p.m. Tues.-Fri.; 10-4 p.m. Sat.—SMC (TMP Electronics), Unit 27, Pinfold Workshops, Pinfold Lane, Buckley, Clwyd CH7 3PL.

July issue: due to appear Friday, June 29th. Single copies at 90p post paid will be sent by first-class mail for orders received by Wednesday, June 27th, as available.—Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

QSL cards. Sample pack and price list forwarded on receipt of 24p stamp.—Derwent Press, 69 Langstone Drive, Exmouth, Devon EX8 4HZ.

Aircraft Communications Handbook (Europe), including U.K. spot MF, HF, VHF, UHF frequencies, military, civil, ATC, airports, long-range stations, beacons, call signs, co-ordinates, broadcast times, etc., £6.95 inc. p/p.—PLH Electronics, 70 Vallis Road, Frome, Somerset BA1 3EJ.

Course for City & Guilds, Radio Amateur's Examination. Pass this important examination and obtain your licence, with an RRC Home Study Course. For details of this and other courses (GCE, Career and professional examination, etc.) write or phone: THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JV4, Tuition House, London SW19 4DS. Tel: 01-947 7272 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.) or use our 24 hour Recordacall Service, 01-946 1102 quoting Dept. JV4.

Phone-Atlas gazetteer, find where that U.K. telephone number originates quickly, £2.20; with maps, £5.40.—RWW, P.O. Box 11, Romsey S05 8XW.

Tuition: self-test manual for R.A.E. students—"Questions & Answers", £2.75 inc. post/packing. For details please send s.a.e.—Peter Bubb (Tuition), G3UWJ, 58 Greenacres, Bath BA1 4NR.
OHL: AYLMER-KELLY (S), 20 New Place, Corsham, Wilts. SN13 0HL.

CALL SIGN LAPEL BADGES. Professionally engraved by Tatham, 1 Orchard Way, Fontwell, Arundel, West Sussex. £3.95; 4mm. nylon, 50 metres, £6.90. All items post paid. — S. M. Tatham, 1 Orchard Way, Fontwell, Arundel, West Sussex.

D.I.Y. QSL’s, 5 colours, 8 designs — 200 mixed, £4.20. Hampshire Logbook, £1.90. Send s.a.e. for list. — RWW, P.O. Box 11, Romsey SO5 8XW.

Ultra-slim “Slim Jim” for 2-metres, plus 4m. cable with PL259, £7 plus £1 postage. Cheques to Berkshire Communications, P.O. Box 31, Bracknell, Berks. RG12 4TG.

Spectrum 16/48K Morse reader, decodes onto screen, no interface required, tracks approx 8/30 w.p.m., cassette £6.00. Morse tutor, variable speed, variable spacing, cassette £4.50. Both programs, £10.00. — J. Price, 4 Housman Walk, Kidderminster.

Morse reading programs. Work on clean signals without hardware interface. ZX81 1K unexpanded memory: translated code with word and line spaces for easy reading, automatic scroll action, £7.00 inclusive. Spectrum 16/48K: scroll action with 10-page scrolling memory, instantly accessible page-by-page, £8.00 inclusive. All types variable speeds; feed signal direct into ‘ear’ socket. — Pinehurst Data Studios, 69 Pinehurst Park, West Moors, Wimborne, Dorset BH22 OBP.

Copy must be received by June 14th to be sure of inclusion in the July issue, published on June 29th.

READERS

For Sale: R-2000, one year old, with all manuals, little used (registered at Lowe’s), £320. Mitsuwa ATU, £30. Microware Modules 144/28 converter, £15. Jackson Varicap: 1 double, 2 single 365PF; new; 1 double, 2 single 300PF, used; £10 the lot. All open to offers. (Brighton) — Box No. 8801, Short Wave Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

For Sale: Marconi “Atalanta” receiver, 15 kHz to 29 MHz, 10 bands, built-in PSU, speaker, dual-conversion, noise limiter, BFO, bandspread etc., with works manual, excellent condition, £85. Sony ICF-2001 digital receiver, original box, little used, £90. Texas TI-99 high-resolution (23 MHz) green monitor, £35. 40-track five 3/4” disc drive, s/d, d/d, suit BBC-B or Tandy TRS series, as new, £100. Wooden transformer, 1500-1500V at 350mA, with new 813, £15. Ex-U.S.A.F. TS-452C wobulator, coverage 5-100 MHz, variable sweep speed, built-in oscilloscope etc., £35. — Ring Peter, G3OJR, Hull (0482) 43353.

Sage: Sony AVC-1420CE black/white video camera, virtually unused, complete with PSU, manual and carrying case, original packing, £120. — Ring Comrie, 041-334 2811 evenings.

NEW SAMSON KEYERS

ETM-4C — £32.95. Self-completing, semi-mode, with dot/dash memories disabled by switch. 8-50 wpm. Sidetone generator. Use with your own paddle. Runs on 4-8 vdc (only 1µA idling!). Very compact case.


ETM-8C MEMORY KEYER — £124.95. 8 MEMORIES (each one will store approx. 50 Morse characters) — can run once only, or repeat continuously. Easy chaining of memory texts to build up longer message sequences. KEYPAD control of memories. Repeat, and key-down Tune-up functions. 8-50 wpm. 3.5oz. 3.5V pwr. memory memory. Uses 4AA batts. New style case.

ETM-9C MEMORY KEYER — £119.95. 9 MEMORIES (each one will store approx. 50 Morse characters) — can run once only, or repeat continuously. Easy chaining of memory texts to build up longer message sequences. KEYPAD control of memories. Repeat, and key-down Tune-up functions. 8-50 wpm. 3.5oz. 3.5V pwr. memory memory. Uses 4AA batts. New style case.

JUNKER PRECISION HAND KEY — £49.45. 8-50 wpm. Sidetone generator. Use with your own paddle. Runs on 4-8 vdc (only 1µA idling!). Very compact case.
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Butterworth Group publications now in stock

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practical Aerial Handbook, 2nd edition</td>
<td>£10.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-Metre Antenna Handbook</td>
<td>£6.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginners Guide to Radio, 8th edition</td>
<td>£5.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginners Guide to Electronics, 4th edition</td>
<td>£5.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginners Guide to Amateur Radio</td>
<td>£4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects in Amateur Radio and Short Wave Listening</td>
<td>£3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The World's Radio Broadcasting Stations and European FM/TV Guide</td>
<td>£7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundations of Wireless and Electronics, 9th edition: new title</td>
<td>£15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics Pocket Book, 4th edition</td>
<td>£6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscilloscopes — How to Use Them, How They Work</td>
<td>£4.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*prices include postage and packing*

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9EQ

SIMPLE, LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS
by William Orr, W6SA1

Latest Edition
This excellent and thoroughly recommended handbook is the publication on the practical approach to building aerials. After starting with aerial fundamentals there are discussions and descriptions of ground-plane, end-fed, DX dipole, vertical and wire beam antennas, plus coverage on a universal HF antenna system and working DX with an “invisible aerial”; the SWR meter and coaxial cable also have chapters to themselves.

The whole book is presented in an authoritative, immensely clear, readable and enjoyable manner with the emphasis on the practical throughout — to the extent that even the chap who can hardly strip a piece of co-ax need not feel at all left out! Just as practical for the SWL, too!

192 pages £6.20 inc. post.
Order from

Publications Dept.
Short Wave Magazine Ltd.
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ

Selling: Racial RA-117 in case with handbook, and RA-218 unit with spares, £300. Two Model 75 teleprinters, with technical handbook and spares, £45. Two tape readers Models 2F and 6S/4 plus spares, £15. — Kanaal, 41 Wellesley Drive, Crowthorne, Berks. (Tel: Crowthorne 77342).

For Sale: Trio/Kenwood R-1000 communications receiver, excellent condition, hardly used, £230. — Ring Dersingham 40785 (Norfolk).

Selling: Drake R-7 receiver, complete with 4, 23, 1.8, 0.5 and 0.3 kHz filters, noise blanker, auxiliary program module, very good condition and performance (cost over £1300), sacrifice at £575. — Ring Lichfield 24563.


For Sale: Sony 2001 receiver, FM/AM/SSB, digital tuning, scan, memory, AC-122 mains unit, nicad batteries and charger, £75. — Ring 01-727 3199.


Sale: Fairmate AS-32320 VHF/UHF receiver, AM/FM, digital tuning, scan, memory, cased with telescopic aerial and power supply, £65. — Ring Duke, 01-727 3199.

For Sale: Yaesu FT-220 2m. general coverage FM/SSB transceiver, good condition, £150 or near offer. — Ring Murray, G8NVU, 01-603 1160.

Wanted: Yaesu FTV-901 transverter with 2m. plus 4m. or 70cm, or all three. Will collect 50 miles radius of Worcester. — Ring Dave, G4IDF, Worcester (0905) 351568. (Not QTHR).

Selling: EC-10 Mk.II Rx, mains PSU, Sentinel 2m. converter, tatty but useful signal generator, £120 the lot. Buyer collects. Ring Greenslade, G8LBW, 0707-872948 (Herts.)

Wanted: Trio TS-120V or TS-130V HF transceiver, cash waiting. — Stone, 7 Fassett Road, Kingston, Surrey.

27th Longleat Mobile Rally: On Sunday, June 24th, at Longleat Park, Longleat, near Warminster, Wilts. Starts at 10 a.m. — don’t miss it!

July issue: due to appear Friday, June 29th. Single copies at 90p post paid will be sent by first-class mail for orders received by Wednesday, June 27th, as available. — Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.


Wanted: Pre-war Eddystone 4-pin and 6-pin plug-in coils, formers and bases. — Ring Wright, G3AER, 0502-64864. Or write QTHR.


售: FT-101ZD, FM board fitted with PV-101 VFO, SP-101 speaker, £475. KW Vespa Mk.I transmitter, £50. Microwave Modules converters, 2m., 4m. and 70cm., £15 each. HHO coils, GC £5 each, BS £7 each. — Tibbert, G3RKZ, 32 Prescott Close, Mickleover, Derby. (Tel: Derby 51212)


Morse made easy by the Rhythm Method

"Strange but True!" No expensive equipment required only a turntable. If you start right you will be reading amateur and commercial Morse within a month. Thoroughly readable and "digestible", this book is indispensable and unreservedly recommended. 160 pages £8.45 inc. p/p

Order from: Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9EQ
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK, 1984
(ARRL)

61st Edition

Still the reference book no radio amateur should be without! As well as covering Ohm's Law to spread-spectrum, new material in the 1984 edition includes:
- new tables on low-pass, high-pass and band-pass filters;
- an updated section on the classes of amplifier operation;
- a new kilowatt amplifier for 160, 80 and 40m;
- a refined version of the De luxe Audio Filter;
- plus updated chapters on Specialised Communications Systems and Interference.

A new and better index is included — and a full-colour foldout spectrum chart. And much, much more!

640 pages

Hard cover, £15.75 inc. p/p
Soft cover, £12.50 inc. p/p

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9 EQ

WORLD RADIO/TV HANDBOOK 1984

no price increase for 1984!

The World's only complete reference guide to International Radio & Television Broadcasting Stations. It includes:
- Frequencies, time schedules, announcements, personnel, slogans, interval signals and much more besides of value to the listener.
- Lists all International short-wave stations, including frequencies, for each country; foreign broadcasts, long and medium wave stations (AM broadcast Band), TV stations and domestic programmes. Long recognised as the established authority by broadcasters and listeners. It is the only publication that enables you to identify BC stations quickly and easily. Enables you to fill more pages in your log book on the SW BC bands and helps you add more BC-station QSL cards to your collection.

£12.15 inc. p/p

from
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ

1984 CALL BOOK
"U.S. LISTINGS"

In this issue...
- 433,921 licensed U.S. radio amateurs
- 30,505 new licenses included, issued since the 1983 edition
- 106,567 changes in listings
- Then & Now — call letter changes
- QSL managers
- ARRL Countries list
- Zip Codes and Licence Class on all listings
- Standard Time charts
- Census of U.S. Amateur Radio licenses
- Plus many other features

1214 pages

£15.90 inc. postage

Order from:
Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9 EQ

1984 CALL BOOK
"DX LISTINGS"

(i.e. all amateur call-signs outside the U.S.A. and its Possessions)

In this issue...
- 413,852 licensed radio amateurs
- 37,265 new licenses included, issued since the 1983 edition
- 115,940 changes in listings
- QSL managers
- Radio amateur prefixes of the world
- ARRL Countries list
- Great Circle bearings
- Standard Time charts
- Census of world Amateur Radio licenses
- Plus much, much more!

1206 pages

£15.25 inc. postage

Order from:
Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9 EQ
Technical Books and Manuals

(ENGLISH AND AMERICAN)

AERIAL INFORMATION
Antenna Handbook (Ort and Cowan) ........................................ £4.55
Practical Aerial Handbook, 2nd Edition (King) ........................... £10.60
Beam Antenna Handbook .................................................. £4.35
Cubical Quad Antennas. 2nd Edition ................................... £3.50
Simple Low Cost Wire Antennas, by Ort ................................ £6.20
Aerial Projects (Penfold) .................................................. £2.25
73 Dipole and Long-Wire Antennas (E. M. Noll) ....................... £6.95
Antenna Book (ARRL) latest 14th Edition .............................. £6.70
The (ARRL) Antenna Anthology ......................................... £3.65
Two-metre Antenna Handbook, F. C. Judd G2BCX ................. £6.35
HF Antennas for All Locations (RSGB) ................................ £6.10
The Antenna Construction Handbook for Ham, CB and SWL (AB) O/S
Home-Brew HF/VHF Antenna Handbook (Tab) ....................... £6.50
25 Simple Shortwave Broadcast Band Aerials (E. M. Noll) ........ £2.25
25 Simple Amateur Band Aerials (E. M. Noll) ......................... £2.25
VHF Propagation Handbook, by WA 4MVI ............................. £3.55

BOOKS FOR THE BEGINNER
Amateur Radio (Lutterworth Press) ...................................... £9.60
Elements of Electronics, Book 3 ........................................ £2.50
Elements of Electronics, Book 4 ........................................ £3.35
Solid State Short Wave Receivers for Beginners (R. A. Penfold) ............................ £2.25
Beginners Guide to Radio (8th Edition) ................................ £5.05
Beginners Guide to Electronics, 4th Edition ........................... £5.05
Beginners Guide to Amateur Radio (Newnes) ........................ £4.95
Morse Code for the Radio Amateur (ARRL)......................... £1.20
Understanding Amateur Radio (ARRL) ................................ £4.70

GENERAL
Weekend Projects for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) ................... £3.05
Projects in Amateur Radio and Short Wave Listening (Newnes) ............................ £3.65
How to Build your own Solid State Oscilloscope (Rayer) .......... £2.25
How to Design and Make Your Own PCB’S ............................ £2.25
How to Build Advanced Short Wave Receivers ......................... £2.25
Better Short Wave Reception, 5th Edition ............................ £6.20
FM & Repeaters for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) ...................... £4.35
Essabinder (to hold 12 copies of “Short Wave Magazine” together) £4.95
The World’s Radio Broadcasting Stations and European FM/TV (Newnes) ............................ £7.60
Guide to Broadcasting Stations (18th Edition) ......................... £5.00
Radio Stations Guide ................................................... £2.05

Long Distance Television Reception (TV-DX) for the
Enthusiast (revised edition) ........................................... £2.25
An Introduction to Radio DXing ........................................ £2.30
Radio Amateurs DX Guide (14th Edition) ............................. £2.45
Power Supply Projects (Penfold) ........................................ £2.05

HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS
Radio Communication Handbook, Vols. 1 and 2 combined (paperback), RSGB ........................................ £11.05
Teleprinter Handbook, New 2nd Edition (RSGB) ...................... £13.70
TVI Manual (2nd Edition) (RSGB) ..................................... £1.86
The Radio Amateur’s Handbook 1984 (ARRL), soft cover ........ £12.50
The Radio Amateur’s Handbook 1984 (ARRL), hard cover ....... £15.75
Learning to Work with Integrated Circuits (ARRL) ................. £1.70
Weather Satellite Handbook ............................................ £7.60
The Satellite Experimenters’ Handbook (ARRL) ..................... £8.46
Test Equipment for the Radio Amateur (RSGB) ...................... £5.75
Oscilloscopes -- How to Use Them, How They Work (Newnes) ............................ £4.85
Practical Handbook of Valve Radio Repair (Newnes) ............... £15.95
Radio Propagation Handbook, by W4LGF (Tab) ...................... £10.10

USEFUL REFERENCE BOOKS
Solid State Design for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) .................. £6.35
Foundations of Wireless and Electronics, 9th Edition (Scruggie) ........................................ £8.10
Amateur Radio Techniques, 7th Edn. (RSGB) ......................... £6.00
U.K. Call Book 1984 (RSGB) ........................................... £7.05
Hints and Kinks (ARRL) .............................................. £3.60
Electronics Data Book (ARRL) ......................................... £3.15
Radio Frequency Interference (ARRL) ............................... £2.40
Amateur Radio Awards, (RSGB) ....................................... £3.40
Electronics Pocket Book, 4th Edition (Newnes) ....................... £6.20

VALVE AND TRANSISTOR MANUALS
Towers’ International Transistor Selector, latest Edition (Up-Date No. 2) ............................ £10.60
Semiconductor Data Book, 11th Edition (Newnes) ................... £6.05
International Transistor Equivalents Guide ........................ £3.35
International Diode Equivalents Guide ................................ £2.60

VHF PUBLICATIONS
The UHF-Compendium, Parts 1 and 2 ............................ £0/S

Many of these titles are American in origin (Terms C.W.0)

Available from SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE Publications Dept.
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ—Welwyn (043871) 5206/7
(Counter Service: 9.30-5.00 Mon. to Fri.)

orders despatched by return of post

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING

O/P (Out of print)
O/S (Out of stock) Many of these titles are American in origin
Prices are subject to alteration without notice.

Terms C.W.0
Take a look at the world's most advanced range of 2 metre Linear Amplifiers

Over 40 years of design experience has gone into what is fast becoming acclaimed as the biggest break-through in linear technology. Performance and reliability have been designed in, which gives us the confidence to offer a free 5-year warranty. Why not take a closer look at our products and see where value for money really counts.

The LPM144 Range
This sophisticated, but simple to use, range of amplifiers have performance characteristics and extra features previously not available in the UK. The pre-amplifier uses the highly regarded BF981 MOSFET, and an LED bargraph power meter is provided, to highlight only two of the amazing number of features.

- Linear all mode operation
- Continuous rated RF output power (RMS)
- RF & HARD switchedchangeover with selectable delay
- Trouble-free RF switching at low drive levels
- Straight-through mode when switched off
- Unique over-drive protection circuit
- Mobile mount on all 100 Watt models

The L144 Range
To complement the LPM range, we have introduced the L series linear-only versions for the amateur who may already be equipped with a good pre-amplifier and power meter. The excellent linear performance is maintained and both RF Vox and hard-wired changeover are standard.

BNOS 'A' Series Power Supplies

12/6A £52.90
- 13.8V, 6A continuous output
- 7A maximum output current
- 10A current meter
- 10A output terminals
- LED shut down indicator
- Fully protected

12/25A £138.00
- 13.8V, 25A continuous output
- 30A maximum output current
- Large 30A current meter
- 30A output terminals
- LED shut down indicator
- Fully protected

12/12A £95.45
- 13.8V, 12A continuous output
- 15A maximum output current
- Large 20A current meter
- 15A output terminals
- LED shut down indicator
- Fully protected

12/40A £276.00
- 13.8V, 40A continuous output
- 50A maximum output current
- Large 50A current meter
- Large output meter
- LED shut down indicator
- LED out of regulation indicator
- Output sensing terminals
- Fully protected

Our Guarantee
Our aim is to provide you with high quality products at realistic prices, to give you the best value for your money.

All products that carry our logo are designed and built by our engineers in the UK and carry a full 12-month guarantee, which includes all parts and labour.

BNOS Electronics (Dept SW) Bigods Hall, Great Dunmow, Essex, CM6 3BE
Telephone (0371) 4677 SAE for further details
PLEASE NOTE NEW ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER

All prices include VAT. Postage free on all Mainland UK orders, goods normally despatched by return.

We are so confident that our linear are simply the best that we offer to repair your unit at component cost for up to 5 years from date of purchase. That means we will repair, calibrate and return to you free of charge.

All other products sold by us carry our standard 12-month guarantee.

Available direct or from one of our many UK agents or come and see us at most rallies and exhibitions